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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENING, AUGUST
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Yokohama.
The army hospital sh!
against imperial plutocracy set up by
"Relief" Is preparing at Nagasaki for ARRESTED
Mark Hanna and his
t,nd
; Taku.
The Japanese hospital ship U
illustrated In the administration 'of
a,ternattng here at
honoat
" disposal'
FOR PERJURY inWm. McKlnley, who, however,
needed. Lieut Leonard's condition Is
kJL,lUU - 1 1
personal conviction, his "plain
LAS VEGAS,
MEXICO.
more favorable and his recovery
duty", is too weak and subservient to
live up to them for a moment against
hopeful. "Biddle'a command haa been
ordered to Tien Tain.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS, President.
the dictation of his mastets.
,
An Imperial Edict Soys Forelftn-- The
In
Colorado
Witness
the
Biddle'a
command consists of
Major
t.
JOmf W. ZOIXARS,
A. B, SMITH, Cash!
ers Will be Butchered All
POOR OUTLOOK.
Powers Case Was Not In
225 marines who sailed from San Fran
t
Over the Empire.
Frankfort During the '
f .
;ci8co on the "Grant" with General
L, F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.
State
Wyoming
Sheep Startling
'
'
Chaffee, and the Sixth cavalry.
Assassination.
ment on the Paage Condition .
London, Aug. 1. Allies began the
There.
advance from Tien Tsin this morning,
HARD FIGHTING NEAR PEKIN
announces" the" agency bulletin dated,
KftUGER "GROWS IN DISFAVOR ' Evanstonr Wyo., July 30Wohi W.
Shanghai, 11:30 a. m., today. It is as
Mackay, one of the largest eheep growsumed that Americans, British ard
ers, and president of the Uinta County-wJapanese" ara taking part In this forool
growers Association, was
Russians Hard Pressed Nea ward movement, whether other nation- Poorer
here today .and In speaking of the outFamilies
Burher
Almos
Port Arthur-Gre- at
alities are or not The advance bass
Activity
look for the sheep industry in western
Starving Chicago Quotawill probably be established twenty
In Jap's Headquarters.
said:
Wyoming,
tions Stopped.
or thirty miles nearer Pekin and sup"Even though heavy rains were to
plies will be assembled, preparatory
visit this section at this time J. enter
to a direct stroke at the capital." Of
tain grave fear that the range would
AMERICAN ADVANCE ORDERED 60,000 allies debarked at. Pe Chi Ll NEW HAMPSHIRE
OF LAS VEGAS.J
DEMOCRATS not receive that benefit which U necports, English military observers con
essary, to protect. tha email, and less
aider 30,000 available for the advance
favored sheep owner. Hay has, albeyond Tien Tsin. Chinese forces, acready advanced and I predict a scarci
ueorgeiown, Ky., Aug. 1. The de ty-o- f
Washington, Aug. 1. The Chinese cording to vague gatherings of the
the commodity and consequent
" OFF1CKRS: ... .
minister today presented to Secretary abiea. intelligence, officers, up to lulyri fendant, Caleb Powers, this morning high price this winter. The ranges
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
Hay some of the latest correspondence 2th, were disposed In a great arc thirty was subjected to a rigid crossexami are drying up rapidly, the sheep are
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President,
.
that has' passed between "Ll" Hung miles long and dietant ten or fifteen nation regarding the organization of poor and prices have fallen badly the
D. T. 1IOSKINS, Cashier.
Cliang and the Imperial Chinese gov miles. The numbers and exact loca the mountaineer army. He said Tay past sixty days, -- particularly during
'
F. B. JANUARY. Assistant Cashier '
'
himself
and
-were
lpr
the primary spir the last thirty days. I cannot but preernment The ministers dispatches tions of several, divisions are utterly
IMTJEiUtaX XhXU UN 11MK DEFOBIT8.
' state that, July 19th, 'Ll ttung Chang unknown. Pel Ho river is blockaded its In getting it up.
dict heavy losses on the" range this
The witness said he urged Governor winter.
HENB.Y Gokb, Pres.
and several of the most influential by sunken stone, laden with Junks,
The conditions are the worst
'
H.. W. Kkut, Vice Prea.
viceroys memoraliied the emperor to twenty miles beyond Tien Tsin and Taylor whllethe 'contest board was I have ever seen for this time of year.
D. T. Hoskns, Treat. .
extend protection to all foreigners at farther up, according to the Chinese sitting to call out the militia companies The ranges are so parched In places
and
send
bulk
the
of
the
other moun that every
Pekin and elsewhere in China. The spies of the allies, and a dam has been
vestige of grass that has
Paid up capital, $30,000.
.
reply was delayed for some time. The constructing for the purpose of flood-- ' tain people home, and had secured not been devoured has" been blown
sr-B- v
your earnings by depositing thwa in the Las Tkai Bivtaas
expanse of country. a partial promise from the governor away by the winds. : The cattlemen
viceroys presented another petition ing the
uwhere they will bring you an income. "Kvery dollar saTed is two dollars
to do It This was to be done In
made,." No deposits received of Jess than fl. Interest paid on all deposits ot
The first engagement of the relief
will suffer as..weljaa. the .sheepmen,
asking that ministers should either
W
and over,
have a safe escort from Pekin or free expedition Will' probably be at Pel order that they might hold possession as cattle are thin and not fit for mar
communication be opened between Tang where the viceroy of Yulu. per- of the state office till the supreme ket I do not wish t cause any alarm
them and' their governments. The re sonally commands.' The' following1 In court of the United States passed on but the truth of the matter may as
the merits of the case..
'
well be told,"
; :
ply to this last memorial has not yet formation was brought to Tien Tsin,
v - ;
Georgetown, Ky., Aug. 1. George F.
been received, but after Its dispatch July 25th, by a Chinese missionary
ARRANGED. HERE.
by the viceroys, Ll Hung Chang re- student who was sent by the British Weaver, the' witness who claimed to
ceived an answer to the first memorial legation. He received a message en- have come from Colorado and who asIn which the emperor, by imperial trusted him" and left July' 18th. He serted he saw a gun barrel pointing The Plot to Assassinate King Hum
bert Formed in This Country;
edict, ordered all loyal Chinese to pro saw a few troops between Pekin and from the office of the secretary of state
at the time of the Goebel assassination
tect foreigners in the empire,
Yang Tsu. Food in Pekin was scarce,
was arrested today on a warrant
Rome, Aug. 1. In his examination,
Washington, Aug. 1. Following is the city would be quite unable to en
Bresel
did not 'deny that he had been
him
with
war
charging
The
perjury.
the copy of the dispatch from Lt Hung dure a siege.
was sworn out by the attorneys designated to assassinate King Hum
rant
Chang presented" to Secretary Hay.' It
Among the scraps of information for the defense in
the Powers case, bert, It Is believed the crime was arrang
was received by Minister Wu last brought by' another courier who" left
"We have Just recelveda Special Line of Schwab Bros' Union Made
who say they found Weaver not in ed in Paterson, N. J.'Salvatoro Qulnta-vall- l
Shoes for men, made especially for us, and should you need shoes, t'wlll pay
Pekin July 14th was the fact that Gennight from the Chinese minister-aaccomand
Anton
who
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London: Just received 'a telegram eral Ma, a notable 'boxer chief, had Frankfort the day, of the assassination
you to, see them. .
and never till last Saturday night
panied Bresel from. the United States,
from. Pao Ting Fu the sixth moon, been killed by the legationerg.
have been' arrested. Bresel's brother,
23rd, day (July 19th) that tne privy
London, Aug. , 1. Shanghai Tele
lieutenant in the Italian army, stig 1 T A4. Chrome kid lace, "New model'' last and
council had that day received an im grams of this' date say the foreign
Chicago Quotations Stop.
matizes
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ly act of the century. Great excitestock
tickers
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received a memorial from Li Hung mour (British) to take the command
Chicago board ment Is
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reportedChrome kid lace, same last and toe, GoodChang and others imploring us to save if the Shanghai refugees. Seymour of trade quotations on grain and pro- are in readiness at barracks to prevent 1
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and
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other
today
of.
various promised to draw up plans and sub
exchanges
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nd protect the ministers
disturbance- - A score of prominent
nations. Now the ministers are all mit them to the council officers. The qities and local commission houses and anarchists .have-beearrested.
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A
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U
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Will Discuss Income Tax In a Letter.
onsular action. British second lnfan
harrlng the
1.
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they may inform the respective secre ry brigade has been ordered to de-- rullng 04 the 50814 ot
Neb.',
Aug.
Lincoln,
Bryan
taries of foreign affairs accordingly. bark at Hong Kong to form a flying Western Union -- Telegraph company said today he would not discuss the 1
Special Patent Leather,. Ideal Patent Kid Tops,
Respect this. This telegram has been column to serve anywhere In China. from sending out quotations went Into income tax in his notiflaatlon speech. X XIUU snug1 fitting-- , single sole, just the. thing
U
delayed in transmission. The . othei Two more transports with Indian effect today and tickers of that ..com- but would deal with the subject In his
for swell dress, at
pany handled instead the fluctuations letter of acceptance. He regards the
day I and other viceroys sent a Joint troops on board are due today.
memorial requesting that the different
Customs officers at Canton seized a of New York, Minneapolis, Duluth, St.
of. the Cnicago plarform j '
.They are the new styles and excellent fitters.
ministers be escorted out of Pekin ol Chinese junk which had 2,000 rifles Louisand "other-- ' exchanges. Commis- as an endorsement ot the Income tax
consion
board
with
'.
houses
of
trade
.
to
communl
be
enabled
first
md much ammunition aboard.
freely
;
principle;
nections were supplied with quotations
cate by letter or wire with their re
Iowa Republican Convention.
spectlve governments. When the Im NICARAGUA TAKES POSSESSION, by a new Cleveland telegraph company
which Is under contract with the board
Des Moines, Aug. t. The state re
perial answer is received T will again
wire. Communicate this to Ministei The Maritime Canal Company's Time of trade to handle its quotations ex- publican convention convened today
Portmann Drug and Stationery Co.
Has Expired. The Government J clusively In Chicago and furnish them with more than one thousand delegates
Yang, St Petersburg; Minister Yu
Seizes The Property.
only to legitimate houses. In conse- present W. U' Roach, of Muscatine,
Paris and Minister Wu, Washington
quence a very few bucket shops had temporary chairman, pledged Iowa to
for them to inform the respective for
Managua, Nicaragua, Aug. 1. The Chicago quotations.
give McKlnley 100,000. majority. ; ;
.
eign secretaries."
of Nicaragua has taken
Washington, Aug. 1. Hard fightlne government
,
Poor Boers Almost Starving.
A MINISTER'S GOOD WORK.
possession of the property of the Mar.
Two Registered Pharmacists in charge
in Pekin.
Pretoria,
July 31. Mrs. Botha was
I had a severe' attack of bilious
the
and
removed
Canal
;time
of Prescription Department
company
1.
disSt. Petersburg, Aug.
Official
the guest of Lord Roberts at dinner colic,, got a bottle of . Chamberlain's
company's cars, rails, and property to
Diarrhoea
the
and
east
show
Cholera
far
Remedy,
from
Colic,
the
patches
Las Vegas 'Phone 192.
Colorado. 'Phone 223.
the Interior froni Greytown, under arti yesterday; evening. Boer animosity took two doses and was entirely cured."
Russian military commanders there cle
to President Kruger grows on account
54 of the concession.
Rev. A. A, Power, of Emporia,
have all they can do to cope with the
of the fact that he and the officials are says
Kan. "My neighbor across the street
August 1st, was the date set for the
.armed Chinese in the territory adja
of the Nicaraguan con- persuading the people that the South was sick for over a week, had two or
cent to Port Arthur. The Russian de assembling
docin regular session. One subject African Republic's paper money is as three bottles of medicine from the
gress
tachments are seeking to disarm the to come
as Bank of England notes because tor. He used them for three or four
good
deciswas
the
confirming
up
days without relief, then called in an
Railroad Ave.
native soldiers who are in a neutral
ion of the courts and the official decla- It IS based on inalienable state secur- other doctor who treated him for some
zone contrary to the treaty stipulashould
state
even
be
the
disities,
so
though
no
relief,
ration of the minister of public works
days and gave him
tions. Fighting occurred in various
reccharged him. I went over to see him
time granted the maritime conquered. As English have not
that
the
parts in the Llao Tung peninsula. canal company, of New York, In which ognized this contention, many burgh- the next morning.; He said his bowels
were in a terrible fix, that they haa
One detachment was twice attacked to construct the inter-oceaship canal ers have been ruined and much misery been running ofT so long that it was alRanch trade a specialty.
. Wives and children of poortiy the imperial troops, clad as civil- across
Nicaragua, had expired and, the prevails.
most bloodf ritlit! i asked lilnv if he
ians and with military .badges concealer
almost
are
Boers,
starving.
Cholera
Is
concession was null and void. It
had tried Chamberlain's Colic,
ed by cartridge boxes. Another de
Highest prices paid for wool, hides and pelts.
and Diarrhoea Remedy 'and he said,
the seizure of the company's
probable
"Plain
Duty."
No.' I Ivent .home! and brought him
tachment lost ten killed and thirty
has been made In conformity
wounded. A third force was treach- property
Concord, N. H., Aug. 1. The state my bottle and gave him one dose told
declaration
with the decision and
in nneen
H. M. B0KM
convention today unanimously nomi- hta to take another dose not
erously attacked and lost twenty killed above mentioned,
find reor twenty minutes if he did
1
possibly
nated Dr. Frederick T. Potter, of P6rts;
THE PUCE TO BOARD
six wounded and four missing.
HEHRY
lief, but he took no more and was en&
action.
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by
congressional
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Transport
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1184f
Colorado Phone 131
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extremely unlikely that either' Japato see for
beto
left
he
intend
British
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10 per cent. Reduction
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hind the Americans though preparaGOODS.
SPORTING
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The right
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W. L. Douglas for Men.
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shirtwaists, wrap

CHAS. R. HENDERSON
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Union Telegraph Office,
Competent lady assistant always in
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For President,
WILLIAM J. BRYAN.
For
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Our medical department is in charge of experienced physicians who have made FX
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and Columbia Ave.

ne w stone house.

A..T.

corner Eleventh

streta

GA.

BALE

A

GOOD,

DEFINES THE ISSUES.

white-washin-

office-holde-

--

Texas-Colorad-

g

-

-

Machinist Crawford is laying off,
on account of the sickness of his wife.
The storehouses along the Santa Fe
go under the mechanical department
from today.
Roundhouse Man J. A. Jameson, who
has been laid up for six weeks, ' Is
'
slowly recovering.
Night Caller Dick Morrison will
leave of absence
spend ii9 thirty-davisiting relatives in Dallas, Teas.
Conductor John Henderson has come
to the Las Vegas railroad hospital
from Hutchinson, Kas, for treatment
Fifteen hundred pieces of baggage
were handled at the Las Vegas depot
during the month of July, just closed.
Rocky Ford has set September Oth,
as watermelon day and the Santi Fo
will make special rates for.tha cele..
bration.
S. S. McComas had his jaw broken
and three teeth knocked out by the
fall of a bridge beam on the White
Oaks road.
Seven railroaders purchased seven
burros at a dollar a head this morning
and struck out at a slow pace for the
mountains.
;
President A. A. Robinson,
of the
Mexican Central, went east this afternoon In a special car, with Chicago
as his destination.
President C. B. Eddy and Superintendent Thompson, of the White Oaks
road, have a force of men prospecting
for coal near Three Rivers.
A. S. Youngston, a former freight
conductor out of Las Vegas, arrived
from" 'Chicago today, accompanied by
and
Engineer Dlmond, of Chicago,
Engineer Larrlmore, of Fort Wayne,

r

BA

Ton

50.00

1b Las Vegas Hot Springs Cnyoa. Orr le.
clear, and gives entire satisfaction to our many

Ukes and storage

patrons.

,

N. M

East Las vegas,

620 Douglas Ave..

Office:

ILLUSTRATED BUILDING

I, K

edition ot The Optic, 10c a copy, at
this office.
B ABB SB, SHOPS.
Bt
BALE- -. 600 ACRE RANCH; FENCED
FOR acres under ditch and in miltl vutlonStreet.
one large house, modem conveniences, of 18 PARLOR BARBER ShOPrCENTER skilled
Only
Gregory, Proprietor.
rooms; smaller house ot fire rooms; grancold
In
workmen
Hot
oaths
.and
aries, stable. with thirty stalls; barns, all connectionemployed.
kinds of farm machinery, wagon, etc.. saw
mill and shlncle mill; grift mill; thirty or
forty head of live stock. Ranch 18 miles from
Las Vega. Aa Ideal place for a
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Perfect title. Address "h," care of creamery.
Optic office.
-

...

sol.

ranch. ..

.

213-t-

f

BM.

WILLIAMS, DENTIST. BRIDGE
Las Vegas, N . M OrUce hours 8
to li a. m ., and 1 to S p. m. Colorado Phone
218. .
19s-t- f.
Appointments made by mail.
BULL FOR
REGISTERED DURHAM
reasonable. Thoroughbred White Wyandotte, Plymouth Rock and
$3.00
per setting. Leave or
Houtaneggsat
ders lor uus Letamana. care O, Q. Schaefer.
183-lEast Las Vegas.
A JOB LOT OF
JUST RECEIVED
snd rugs which I will sell at bargain

prices, 8. Kaufman, the Bridge St. second
IZD-t- l.
uuu uttaiur.

P. MONEY. ATTORN
i'i EORGE
Law and Assistant United States Attor
EY-A-

WILLIAM Sixth Street, over San Mlgue
National Bank, East Las Vegas, N. M.
FRANK

ATTORN E
SPRINGER,
OOice In Union Block, Sixth Street,

East Las Vegas, N.
FORT,

LO.Wyman Block,

EV.

M.

ATTOKNEY-AT-LA-

East Las Vegas, N.

Office,
M.

II. 0.

A
W, Office
LONG, ATTORN
Bl.ick, East Las Vegas, N. M.

No 00

Finest Toilet Articles, Soap,

1:43 p m
:30 p. m

Cigars In

a.n.

,
T:00
IMSTBOUHD.
No. 22 Pass. arrive 11:51 a.m. Des. 12 .15 p. m
No. 2 Pass. srrtvsl:35p. m. Dep. :C5p. m.

RENT

Freight

GOODALL,

DEPOT DRUG STORE

WIST BO CRD

No. 1 Pass, arrive 12:45 p.m. Bep
No. IT Pass, arrive 1:29 p. m.

C.r. K. II. Ave. and ffat'l St.

CUORS,

X).

Santa Fe Time Table.
-

FOR RENT
WOR

Window Screens, Family Paints,
Wire Screen,
Doors,
Varnishes,
Builders' Hwd, Poultry Netting, Jap a Lac
Floor Wax,
Build'g Paper, Garden Hose,
Shingles, Etc. Lawn Mowers.Etc. Enamels, Etc.
Everything in the Building Line.
Complete Estimates Furnised for Buildings.

B. BUNKER,

OR STOLEN
A SPOTTED
F4 STRAYED
J horse, unbranded, large animal. Liberal reward will be paid tor his return to

House Paints,

Screen Doors,

Lumber,
Sash,

ney, Office In Crockett building. East Las
Vegas, N. M

MISCELLANEOUS

Eti-Fine-

st

the City.

Prescriptions Accurately
Compounded
H. M.
I.e.

,

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR
light housekeeping. Apply to Mrs. Btan- - No. 94 Freight
1:0) a. m.
226-uuum,.
iiu
u.iu,
No. 3 is Denver train ; No. 1 Is California and
FOUR BOOM HOUSE ON No. 17 the Mexico train.
,OR RENT
Eighth street. Enquire corner Elchth
Santa Fe branch trains connect with Hes. 1, 1
and National streets.
223-J.4, ITsndK.
k'OK KJLNT THREE OR FOUR ROOMS
for light housekeeping. Apply at Mrs.
. HOT SPRINGS BRANCH.
Wlthrows, Columbia, Avenue and Eleventh

TaH.

tf

r

E15

.

Lv Las Vegas S :00 a. m. Ar Hot Springs 9 :M a.

Las Vegas Iron Works

n

WITH BOARD. AL Lv Las Vegas 10 51am. Ar Hot Springs 11:20 n
at Lv Las Vegss 1 :'5 p in. Ar Hot Springs
Everything 6rt-cla- s
rates.
southwest corner Lr Lss Vegas S:S0 p m. Ar Hot Springs 1:55pm
Enquire
reaspuable
4:00 pm
ana national streets.
ziB-Lv Las Vegss 6:00 p m. Ar Hot Springs 5:30 p m
RENT
Lv
Hot Springs 9:40 s m. Ar Las Vegas 10:10 s m
FURNISHED HOUSE. APIOK
a. 210
Lv Bot Springs 11 :8" p m. Ar Las Vegss 19:05 p m
piy corner Eighth and National.
Lv Hot Springs 9 :C5 p m. A r Lss Vegas 2 :80 in
p
TTOR RENT
ELEGANT
F rooms, from 16 00 to f 12 00 perFnRNlj.Hir.ri
month; also Lv Hot Springe 4:10 p m, Ar Las Vegss 4:40 p m
M
to
Lv
Hot Springs 5:!5 p m. Ar Las Vegss 1:00 p m
"ro
iurnisneu cottages. Apply
205-Hume, corner Eighth and Jackson.
Ind.
1 and 2, California and Atlantic
Nos.
express,
THB BELLMAN
BRICK
Harry Jones who was foreman of TJXJR RENT corner
cars, toarlit
seventh and MainSts. have Pullman palace drawing-roocottage,
f
the Las Vegas round house prior to inquire oil), w. Condon.
cars
cosches
between
and
sleeping
Chicago and
the Debs strike, and who is now Inter TX1R BENT A FOUR ROOM HOUSE ON Los Angelee, Sen Diego and Sao Francisco, and
a.
North On d Avemia. Address P. O No.'s 17 and 22 have Pullman palace ears snd
ested in mines in Zacatecas, Mexico, dox
tf
i, juas vegas, N. M.
coaches between Chicago snd the City of Mexico.
was enroute for Colorado this after
Round trip tickets to points not over 1 miles
RENT THRES 4 ROOM HOUSES ON
FOR
noon, on a visit to his people.
Street, between Grand and Rall- - st 10 per cent redaction.
iiwi annum.
Commutation tickets between Lss Vegas snd
H. H. Shepperd, traveling passenger Crockett
Rogers. Jr.
building '
ot
10 rides 11.00.
60
T7OR RENT-ROO- MS
X.
so day board.

oiu

tf

tf

108-t-

183--

Foundry and Machine Shop.
Mill and Mining Machinery built and Repaired. Machine work promptly done. All kinds of castings
- iinade.
igent for Chandler & Taylor Co.'s
aj Engines, Hollers and Saw Mills, Webster and
v Union fiasoline Engines and
Holsters, Tumping Jacks. Best power for pumping and ir-- i
;

--

v

J.

Ko smoke, 00 danger,

rigating nnrposes.

tall and

C. ADiON,

see us.

las

East

Propr.,

.

whether flghlng or hunting, you muk
n't neglect a supply of drinkables t
counteract the effect of an Involuntary
sousing In a trout stream or a sudden
downpour from the skies. The best
obtainable whiskies, brandies, gins,
cocktails and cordials to say nothing
of the indispensable blackberry cordialare always to be found at

Satisfied
Travelers

fjs-- iy

Vegas, N. ill

On Your Outing

156--

.

RAYWOOD & CO.,
W. End Bridge.

rock-ballas-

right-of-wa-

B.

.

--

rr-

ship-subsid-

....

s. a. DEART
-

MINES.

Fflyer

j

.

"

tflf

0

WOOL DEALERS,

Las Vejas N. M.

WINTERS DRUG CO
"PtAZA PHAEMACT."

jLMotuaI7 Life Insurance

post-office-

ElS

cf

Patent medicines, gponges, syringes, soap, combs and brushes
perfumery, fancy and toilet articles aud all goods usually kept
by drntrgists. Physicians prescriptions carefully compounded
snd all orders correctly answered. Goods
selected With trreat
l ararnilii A mo nvnarn
lSr

Companj

'

Sole Agents for tho Columbia Phonographs
y and Phonographic Supplies.

Las Vegas.

-

-

-

ton of

Goal

;

New Mexico.

OF

PRE5E?3PTE3n

isAm

Dealers m Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals.

....t.Kaj?.

t

Embalmer

AND

227-m-

'

Undertaker and

WHOLESALE GROCERS

.

'

i

Friedman ti Bro.

0

jjm

-

-

U pure, firm and

8.

The New Mexico
SCHOOL OF
Socorro, N.M.

P

DEALER IN

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

T7OR

.

ten-fol-

Las Vegas, N. M

S. F. Watch Inspector,

Annual Capacity

E.O.

Republican denials of the existence
The bond of Charles K.
Newhall, of
the Issue of imperialism are based
who recently was appointed to super- on
the hope that they will serve to
cede Jose L. Perea as county collector
the people quiet until empire
keep
and treasurer at Albuquerque, N. M.,
shall
been firmly established.
have
,
has been approved in the sum of $135,-000but the office has not yet been sur
NO FOE TO WEALTH.
rendered to him. The case has been
wages no war on wealth,
Democracy
et for August Oth, In the distrlot court Under her beneficent
rule Its creation
of Bernalillo county.
and amassment have ever been among
Good
Springs,
days.
agent for the Chicago & Alton and
T7OB RENT- ROOM HOUSE FURNISHED
M. Shattuc, for the Baltimore & Ohio, L also 3 room house furnished, east of
The conference of the American the most "worthy objects of human
effort.
material comtf
apply "Mrs. M. Qreeu.
are quartered at the Castaneda hotel
league opened at In fort and The desire for
Is the very mainof
RENT.
Members
THB ROSENTHAL
the
dianapolin, Ind.,today.
HALL
TfOB
this
afternoon.
see
are
here
to
They
J' can be had for all balls, socials, etc., etc
league from New York, Chicago, Cleve- spring of progress. The wealth that
about the Castaneda lawn, also to in- Rosenthal Bros.
comes as the reward of honest industry
land, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and other
spect the chimneys of the now famous
cities are present to the number of and thrift commands and must receive
hostelry.
SOCIETIES.
about 2,000. TlTere is no particular the encouragement and protection to
i;ne ssania re company has com
all. But the wealth
that comes
program laid out for the meeting, and
menced a work looking to the protec
WOODMEN OF THB WOULD,
only matters of general interest will through partnership with the govern
meets first and third
tion of the public at crossings anJ the Wednesday! of earnNo.,
t- - find- which
irmnth In J. n a n u
usurps its oreroeatives
be discussed. The conference will ment,
ARE not difficult
hall.
invited'
sovs.
as
a
In
rr
amount
"
reduction,
the
Visiting
result,
are
ia
and
always
its
abwhich
perverts
agencies,
BlRDSALO. 0
last three days.
, O;
. evidence on the Santa
mt. any t
paid out annually (or damages. It is
sorbs the resources and blasts the opiaii, laera.
Fe. Fast trains, modern
the equipment" of all crossings at prin
Talk of introducing a course of In- portunities of the individual, crushes
TK7ILLOW GROVE. NO. s wnrmiwir
and comfortable equipment,
statlbns
automatic
with
electric
cipal
tilrcle, meets socond and fourth Friday
struction in- agriculture in colleges is competition, levies tribute on the prottd
read bed,
bells, which warn people from the of each month in J. O. U. A. M. hall.
ridiculed by western newspapers, one ducer and corrupts and poisons all
block
Guardian.
acuusti
ocHurrz,
j.
signal system,' Har- -'
BiRTHA 0. THOiitiBjLi, Clerk.
as
soon
as
tracks
the
train
comes
with
of which' declares that "the average branches of official life, and reduces
vey dining rooms; individ- In a thousand feet of the crossing.
and collectively .make
DORADO LODGE MO. 1. K. of F., meets
Kansas boy or girl knows more about the citizen to dependence upon Its will.
ually
EL eT? TI Monday at t p. m.. at their Castle
C.
y
B. Kilmer,,
contentment
Capt
possicle
our
excites
floor
third
Hall,
just apprehensions.
Clamant, hlrv.tr nnr si.th
practical farming than the average
Send for "The Coloiado
agent for the Santa Fe and father of Htreet and Grand Avenue. .T Uiim. n n am
It is enthroned in the councils of the
SHIBIJJ. K. Of K 8., 6ADI.ltOgNTlliL. M. of F.
college professor could find out in ten
Geo. L. Kilmer lately of Las Vegas,
Express" and "A Colorado
years." And it is a Kansas editor who nation and the states, sits upon the
and read about
Summer"
O.
P.
died
E.
in
MEETS
on
F1K8T
Another
AND
THIRD
Topeka
Friday.
has just remarked that he is saving bench and makes and expounds the
the
and the terri-tor- y
fervice
Thursday
each
at
evenings,
month,
D.
son, Frank
Kilmer, Is agent for the Sixth treet Lodre mnm. Vtultinv hMth,M
served.
the women of his town a whole lot of law. It gives millions to Its political
They're free.
Santa Fe at Pekin, Kas., a town that cordially Invited.
a. b. yciNLT, Exalted Euler
trouble by publishing the date of the protector io debauch the consciences
E.
T.
Blauvsli, sec'y.
ought to now have Its name changed.
of freemen and receives
d
return
marriage under the notice of birth.
CHAS. F.JONES, Agt,
Deceased was born In Syracuse, N,
O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. i, meets
through the legislaition that It dictates.
Y. In 1829.
a.. tu!. han
He is survived by a wife IO.
Mnndav nmnln
The election of a republican delegate It Is marching to despotism under the
LAS VEGAS, N. M. 8Uth8tieet. AU visiting brethren
and four children.
and of a republican legislative assem canopy of the republic. It is the en
ttend. F. H. Scmnra, N. G.
H. T. Ussbll, Sec'y.
W; E. Cbitis, Treas
8. B. Diasth, Oeniotery Trustee.
bly in November next means early emy of democracy, which has acoept- To Whom It May Concern:
statehood for New Mexico. Let voters ea tne guage of battle. Either tne
l, the undersigned, justice of the
'
A RAILROAD ALLIANCE.
understand this thoroughly. "New trust or the government must disap
of precinct No. 58, county of
peace
MeMi.
would
not he surprising II the re San,
It
Bar-aj- r
lis
Mexican."
,
pear.
Miguel, N. M., hereby give notice
from
Denver
of
a
port
practical union that a black horse was
Yes, certainly of course!, But bereported to me,
Sheepmen at Tres Piedras are feel of the Santa Fe and Denver ST Rio without owner and which was
fore doing so, a republican congress
damag
in
Grande
near
the
future should prove
will perhaps saddle on the American ing good, for nearly all got boom prices
ing m the corn fields, and has the
to
some
have
basis
for
of
Ever
their
fact
wool
as
they contracted while
people an additional tax burden, of
following marks: 2 in left hip. The
some T200,000,UOO for the . exclusive prices were good, and no better year since the triple combination of the owner of this horse can have It by payColorado & Southern,- - Rio . Grande
y
benefit of the
syndicate. has been known for lambs and sheep
ing all damages incurred, and for pas:
Western arid the Colorado Midland be
in that section.
ture,' also this notice, or else the horse
came a sure thing with the added cer will
Today is the day on which
be sold at public auotion.
Harrison is to give an answer
tainty of relations being established
Fall Session Begins September I Oth. I90O.
uIANUEL SEGURA,
with the Southern Pacific that would
to the republican national committee
Justice of the Peace.
be detrimental to the traffic fntersts,
69 to whether or not he will take an
Romerovllle, July 31st, 1900.
It.
Regular Decree Courses or Study:
there has been a feeling thatthe only so
active part in the campaign and deliv
FOR
KINE
of
lution
the
PHOTOS
er speeches in some of the larger cities
problem presented to the
I. Chemistry and Hetallurgy
Denver ,& Rio Grande was to seek a Go to Ragan, west side. For thirty
for McKinley and Roosevelt It is
.
II. Alining Engineering
,
protective alliance with the Santa Fo. days only, August 1st, to September
thought by the
' '' '
have
III.
shown
Civil Engineering
ifrends here that he will take up the
Appearances
that lsf
clearly
4
its only salvation was in a deal of this Our best Platino' cabinet worth $4.00,
work requested of .him and do what
courses
are offered in Assaying, Chemistry and Sur,
Special
now
.
,
$2.50.
he can for the .success of the national
character, and the financiers of the
veying. .
two companies are said to be now Gloss or aristo, worth i.50, now,$l.75.
tioket. .Should he go into the campaign
A Preparatory Course is maintained for the benefit of those
who have not had the necessary advantages before coming to the
f he foest work for the money in the
his efforts' will be confined principally
working out the details of the scheme.
School of Mines. - - o.
,
It will take some time to complete the city- to the eastern states.
'
Tuition: -- $5.00 for the preparatory course; $10.00 for the techarrangement, especially as it Is said
nical course.. : . ;
to involve new construction by the Rio "Do Not Grzspat iheShadout
In accordance with a recent order isThere Is a Great Demand at Good
Grande.
sued at Washington, the legal tender
v
for Young Men with a
Lose
and
the
Substance.
The plan, it is stated, is to build an
of Porto Rico eilver coins ceased today
of Mining.
Technical Knowledge
0
extension of that roid from Durango,
and hereafter American money will be
For particulars address:
F. A JONES, Director.
Many people are but
south through jthe San Juan valley,
the medium of circulation throughout
shadows
their
former
and
of
then
No
over
Island.
set
as
Into
time
the
a limit
is
Utah,' southwest
4. iMr..,.
.a.i:
m
are.r av
to the Colorado river,
within which the exchange into Amerdown that selves
due to neglect of rw mjr p. sr
vmip'qrmwkrrr'tr'','
stream to Williams, Arizona, and pos
ican money can be made. In order to
health.
Look out for the
facilitate the exchange as much as
sibly the canyon Itself. At Williams,
the
blood,
s
e
fountain of life,
connection will be established with the
or thirty
possible, twenty-fivthe
1 ERC
actual
Santa
and
line
a
to
and custom houses will be des
Fe,
the
substance; keep Union
opened
J,
Pacific coast
that pure by regular use
ignated by, the department as additional place of exchange, In order
Hood's
Sarsaparilla and roand Gun fop rent.
Bicycl
suffer no
that the Porto Ricans-mabust
health
ivillhe the result.
to
Shells
order on short notice, am
hardship or inconvenience In exchanga.nd other tuor-riDyspepsia,
weakness,
munition
of
all
rekinds; anything
;
ing their money.
wi!I be things of the past And life
fTnt
paired from a baby rattle up. A full
1848.
(IKCOKPORATED
.
be nxrth Irving.
line of sporting goods carried In
The order by the government bureau
d
The only insurance company operating: under a state law of non forieit- "Ituis
Hacking
stock.
Cough
and
Bicycles
rent.
for
Lo
guns
of animal industry requiring that all
cation old postofflce stand. Colorado txiHh dry, hacking cough.' One bottle of ure, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
Hood" 5
sheep be first inspected before be I
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
helped me ind ihrt
r t
phono 219. Young, Frick & Karris, bottle-- Sa.rsip&tilli
I paid than any other company.
ing received by a railroad company is
cured me and made me strong.
11 aw
....
'
v
149 tt
Preps.
Deatn ciaims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Writes
due to the incompetency and careless- - I
Ueo'gr W. btnnvm,
if. m
form of policy that may he wanted, and every policy contains the ruo'
any
ness of the state inspector. The dis-- ;
Nicanor Martinez and a party of Rio
liberal terms and best advantages.
triet, extending from a line east and
Grande
"
valley farmers from near Ala cflC
i
: ' :
Am
west of Colorado Springs to the New
". ":
II.
ADAMS,
meda, were in Santa Fe with seven
Manager,
Mexican line, ia in charge of A. M. f
wagon loads cf peaches, apples and
'
Nw NexSco, Arizona and Northwest Texas,
Eork, with headquarters at Trinidad. ,
.
green chul.
'
PHOENIX. ARIZONA.
well-bein-

&

Pa,-IH-

Champ Clark, of Missouri, Speaks to
temporarily.
Big Crowd at Boulder, Colo.
o
At democratic day at the
In
Boulder,
Chautauqua,
Colo.. Champ Clark, of Missouri, was
the orator of the day and he was
greeted by the largest audience that
has attended any of the Chautauqua
'
meetings this season. He said in
part:
"The issue Is squarely joined. It Is
the empire against the republic. William McKinley and his cohorts stand
for the empire; William J. Bryan and
his followers stand for the perpetuation of this beneficent republic, for
which our fathers fought and for
which thousands of them died.
"The Asiatic propaganda Is the most
preposterous scheme ever hatched In
the brain of man and is the rankest
sort of midsummer madness. One of
two things is true about the Filipinos,
either they are fit for
or they are not If they are fit for
in God's name let
them govern themselves.
"If they are not fit we do not want
them for fellow citizens. But wheth-t- r
the Filipinos are fit to govern themselves or not, they, are not fit to govern us and that is precisely what they
will do If we take them into political
partnership with us, for the supreme
court of the United States has decided
time and time again that the only purpose for which .we can acquire foreign
territory is to make states out of It
and if they are ever admitted as states
they will control the senate as well as
:
'.
the electoral college.
"These jingoes say we are opposed
to expansion Kid call us little Ameri
cans. The name is an Insult and the
charge that we are opposed to expan
eion is a lie. It is a lie made, of the
whole cloth, and made wilfully, delib
erately, premeditately and with malice
aforethought I take It that all Amer
leans are expansionists provided the
expansion Is on right lines, in the
right direction and will strengthen
our Institutions and not weaken them
"I am this day in favor of annexing
every foot of the North American Brit
ish possessions clear to the frozen
ocean. It is contiguous territory, in
habited by much the same sort of people that we are and who would become
good citizens; but I am eternally op
posed to holding Asiatic territory 10,
000 miles away, more thickly Inhabited than any state In the union, inhab-- .
iteff by people alien to us in color,
race, tnought and habits. ' I would
keep only such places fn Asia as we
need for coaling and naval stations.
"We stand today on the money ques
tion precisely where we stood four
years ago. Truth does not change to
falsehood in four short years. Conse
quently at Kansas City we
not merely re affirmed, but
the financial plank of the Chicago platrorm m an its integrity and all its
force, in splje of all its cajollngs, all
threatenlngs and all temptations to do
otherwise. From the bottom of my
heart I rejoice that we did so, for a
we were right tnen we are right now,

jfc aW- -f Jm

PURE MOUNTAIN ICE

VEGAS

IAS

HOUSE

PHIL H. DEast
WHOLESALE

ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER
Regular convocations flrat MonJpOB with cellar and modern convenieai-es- ;
In each month. Vls'tlna comD&nons
day
lot: on went side. For sale at a Imr-- generally Invited. H. M. KmitH, K. H. P.
ft
aln.
u. li. bPOKLEDKH. Acting Sec v.
E. Borlsch.
TRACK AND TRAIN.
TX)R BALE 1,000 HEAD OK BHEEP. AP-- J'
Machinist Heydt is night caller streakply to Martin Dcleadn. South
COMPANY. ATLANTA.

jl

Agua Pura Company

:

.

D. VYssB,

I!

g

r.ie-- tf

FOR

ii

'

CJ--

F. A A. M. CHAPMAN LODGE NO. ,
KetrulHr communlcHtios held on third
BALE
GOOD HOKE. HARNEt
IOR sprltif wagon CHEAP. Call on or Thursdays of each month. In the Masonic
Temple.
address, K. B. Clark, til 8 North Eleventh ft..
Invited.
Las V ttgas.
j Visiting brethren fraternally
K. L. M Roes, W. M.
H. &PORLBDSR, Bec'i.
0.
ALE
OB
LEASE
A RANCH JCHT
FOR
ot city limits, on tba lln of
railroad north of ths city. Inquire corner LAS VEGAS OOMMANDRY NO.
communications second Tueedys of
ja--tt
Eighth and National St.

J

)

U. W. Hail.
WITH CASH TO
, Chief of Honor
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oar v and 1n cent whtln,
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bbklr-- i need In wood, at the Kanitly evenlntf
each month. All viniting orota6ii
tlon.
auu maters are orniaiiy invrsBQ.
Llqanr Store, 121 Railroad Avenue
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INDIAN BASKBT
INDIAN POTTERY.
MEXICAN FILIGREE,
MEXICAN OPALS, ioc cncli.
SOUVENIR SPOONS, 25c each
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He is now at Las Animas, Colo., to
g
superintend the cleaning,
and thorough fumigation of the
local yards there, which must he used
for eheep shippers exclusively. This
inspection of sheep will cost the shipper nothing whatever, and will be
much to his advantage, as no diseased
sheep can he received and unloaded,
and his diseased sheep, should he have
any, will be found there and not
destination. ' Four days' notice
of shipment will now be required by
the company In order that the inspector may be notifieu.

Congressman Champ Clark would
draw like a mustard plaster and It is
DODGING AND ABUSING.
hoped the Bryan and Stevenson club
The New York "World" has analof this city will be successful In get- yzed McKinley's speech of acceptance.
ting him here for a speech.
Here it is:
7074 words were devoted to money
Trusts and carpet-basilver.
and
will profit by the establishment of
313 words to Imperialism and the
American colonies. The American
people will pay'the oppressive tax nec- Philippines.
242 words to praise of republican
essary to defraying the running ex"
record.
penses of such colonies.
126 words to protection.
82 words to China.
Judge W. H. Holt left Frankfort, Ky.,
75 words to The Hague conference.
duhis
Rico
Porto
to
for
begin
today
6G words to Hawaii.
ties as district judge of the Island.
57 words to Spanish war.
He was appointed to this post on the
23 words to Cuba and Porto Rico.
6th of June last. He is accompanied
0 words to trusts.
by hisfamily. Judge Louis Sulzbach-- r
It was not an oversight that caused
Is also a member of the party.
McKinley to make so much ado over
A healthier place than Las Vegas the money question and say so little
has been located. It is Aumone, a about Imperialism and trusts. It was
French village containing forty people. a studied effort to avoid the issues
Twenty-eigh- t
of the inhabitants are upon which the people are demanding
over eighty years of age, and three enlightenment and to make the camhave passed a century. There are no paign one of evasion and deceit. The
graves Ijj the local cemetery, and the republican side of the campaign this
oldest inhabitant cannot remember year will consist of McKinley dodging
and Rooseveltian abuse.
seeing a funeral.
g
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Phil. II. Ooli, The

mi-n-
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Warn my daurhter was an Infant she had a severe case of Scrofula, for which she aa ander the
Stsnt care of phyuciaas lor mar than two years. (She was worse at the end of that time. however, coi.
and
inc. a icw iKimca ot awm i cpeanc curea her completely, i a it seemed to
wciiiumiunjnnnji
- ' " '
n u i. w we . i j.i.'.c. a uu
n naaan ctuai i or aturiDorn caaeaol blood dtaeaaes V
' iu
yuincvr
which are beyoud the power of other
blood remedies.
8. 1. Baooaa, Mod itkello, Ga. .
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bath or tmsciupnox.
Pall T, pr sreek, by carrier
carrrlw
ballr, pr month, njr mail
month, by
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months,
Daily, three
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t
a.ii.1 Unrd T
evtfi- s
cai! by eithar
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n
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Wart Ada biougl-.- t to ths Daily Optic office. Kuuud. Via.t,!,n. brt-u- Wvnian
.
rt-- n
ror.'
y inv,--No charfe U) J on for meaaeng er service.
V. li. JAMh:HiS, M. W.
Gno. v. Notes, Rwoordor.
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THE PCOPLE'S PAPER.
ItaMMieU in 1870.

r.KS.

la
rrpects Scrofula and Consumption are alike : thev develop from the Mine pen
eral causes, both are hereditary and dependent upon an impure and inv
, ,
..a..fl.l
um-i- i t,!..J
uiuim uj ...1..
in- uinsumpnon toe disease listens
llseilf upon
yi
the lungs; in Scroiulaj.the glands
of the neck and throat swell nd suppurate, causing tig'y running tores;
the eyes are inflamed and weak ; there is an almost continual discharge from the ears, the limbs swell,
Ixices ache, and white swelling is frequently s result, caubin the diwased bones
tj work out through
the skin, producing indescribable pain and suffering. Cutting away a sore or diseased
gland does uo,
......
TVi
....
.
xl
u
nrtiortn
I
(VX
the
eA
fix
,
r
i
'
w4ui .ujui um ujuuaujy wuiuc uuwu luivuvat sevvrmj
, .generations has polluted every
drop of blood.
Scrofula requires vigorous, persistent treatment. The blood must be brought back to a healthy
t con(l1110
v
Jroy.
fore
the
disease
terrible
can be stopped ia Ju work of destruction. Mercury, potash and
i1"
VV;
other poisonous minerals usually given in such canes do more harm than good ; they
f,
ruin the digestion
uu icavc uie system in a worse condition man Delore.
...
S. S. S. i the only medicine that can reach
d
blood troubles like Scrofula. It goes down to the very roots of
the disease and forces every vestige of poison out of the blood. S. S. S. is the only purely vegetable blood purifier known.
The roots and herbs from which it is made contain wonderful blood purifying properties, which no poison, however powerful, can
long resist. S. S. S. stimulates and purifies the blood, increases the
pa
(Hjmwmfm
aids the digestion and restores health and strength to the
2m
JS-LI, g L J.' Im2MF-B- 1
enfeebled body. If yon have reason to think you have Scrofula, of
your child has inherited any blood taint, don't wait for it to develop, but begin at once the use of S. S. S. It is a fine tonic and the.
oes uiooa punner ana Diooa Dtuiaer lonown, as it contains no
poisonous minerals. S. S. S. is
remedy for
manv
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udcroft is to tav
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Tularosa now bousta of a tase uU!
team.
A new Presbytorian church
being
built at Demlng.
Miss Jennie Thomas,
ggej seventeen
years, qim or dropsy at Tularosa
Zachariah T. McClay; of Raton, has
been graated a pension of Jo a month.
The telephone line from White Oak
ana In oper
is

neys.
a
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every part or ta
will upset the
the blood, the liver, the kid'

.
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August
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liosteuer's

.Stomach Enters
remedy fur stomath II
Ukh should be used by every suffer
er from indigestion In any form.
well-know-

1t,

1831

Emancipation day.
Netterbrg was still boring for oil.
Russ Dank!s was la Portland, Ore-

Where ta Buy to C;t Votes
Magnificent , Me rct-"Library.

fn

in Front of Lou 21, 22, 23, 4, 27,
23, 2$, 33, 31, 32, 33 and 34 in Ls
Vegat Town Company'e Addition to
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

the

G '

CHAS. ILFELD. dry goods and fur-

Wliereas, in the opinion of the city
gon.
niture.
Cttuaeil of the City of Las Vegaa. New
J. W. Dresser had gone to the DenFOX &. HARRIS, gents' furnishings. Mexico, the building of the sidewalk
,1(l aa experiment, having bei ver exposition.
ou the east side of Grand avenue beiclothing, etc.
recommended and used for half a cen
Mrs. James uoodin. a sister of ConTHE EPORLEDER BOOT AND tween Douglas avenue and Lincoln or
tury, and its result are certain. Our ductor HixoD, left for the east.
SHOE CO., hats, cap, txjots, shoes.
Ceater street abutting lots, twenty-one- ,
private revenue etamp cover the neck
Romulo Martinez, sheriff of Santa
H. STEARNS, groceries.
J.
twenty-two- ,
twenty-three- ,
twenty-fouof the bottle.
Fe county, departed for home.
twenty-seveJAMES A. DICK, groceries.
twenty-eight- ,
twenty
F. W. Fleck had just been elected
It Cures
TH03. W. HAYWARD, market
thirty-two- ,
nine, thirty, thirty-one- .
HGSTETTER'S
C. E. BLOOM, market
thirty-thregrand of the Odd Fellows.
in block
and thirty-fou- r
Where Others
H STJO'UCH noble
Rafael
Gallegos visited the Red river
MRS. R. S. KEN'ESTRICK.
at ion.
mil uumber eight of Las Vegas Town ComFail
BfTTERS country, the first time In nine years.
linery.
pany's addition to Las Vegas, (now
During the illness of Dr. Biehop. a
The new Ward block made a handO. G. SCHAEFER, drug store.
city of Las Vegas) San Miguel county,
Albuquerque. Dr. Bronson haa charge
some showing on Railroad avenue.
WAGON MOUND LOCALS.
THE CENTER BLOCK PHAR- N?w Mexico, belonging to and owned
of his practice.
Chas. H. Eporleder, of St Louis, MACY.
by H, P. Brown, Mary C. Dunlop, D.
W. F. Seward left Tres Piedras for
New or the Day
MRS. C. WARING, books, station C.i Deuel, Charles Wright, Mrs. A. F.
Faithfully Chron-- left tor Colorado, intending to return.
On.aha after a stay of two and a half
icled by Our Reporter.
Scott Moore of Albuquerque, had ery, confectionery.
Carpenter, Las Vegas Town company
years In that high altitude.
leased the Windsor hotel in Socorro.
H. II. ALEXANDER, books, station and Mrs. A. C. Hutchison, is necesGovernor Otero has appointed Fran Regular
Correspondence.
Wool growers were holding back ery, confectionery.
sary. Now therefore be it, nr
c!s E. Lester, of Mesilla Park. Dona
wagon Mouna, N. M., July 31st, their clips, on account of low
Resolved, That the sbove described
WAGNER & MYERS hardware.
prices.
Ana county, a notary public
isoo. The
babe of
Isaac, the blind fiddler, would leave
sidewalk be and hereby Is ordered to
A. O. WHEELER, steam laundry.
Two cars of mica are being loaded Saul Padilla
died, Friday night, after Us and hang his harp on a willow tree . J. N.
be built of stone, laid In cement or
FURLONG, photographer.
at the switch, four miles below Tre? a short illness. Andy
Welst returned at Raton.
cement and of the widh and of the
CLAY
GIVENS, livery stables.
Tiedras, for Cleveland parties
today from a business trip to Cabra
Mrs. E. F. Warfleld, of Muscatine,
C. V. HEDGCOCK, boots and shoes. dimensions and according to the speci
About
of the people of El springs. The ball
game had to be Iowa, was Instructing pupils on the
LUJAN & RIVERA. Jewelry, watch fications on file with the city clerk, and
Paso get up to Cloudcroft these hot called off on account
of rain, iut will piano.
In accordance with the grade to be ob
repairing, etc.
days for a breath of fresh air,
take place next Sunday afternoon.
tained from the city engineer, to be
the
of.
railroad
FRANK
f.
vumck,
blacksmith.
GEORGE,
eating
A company of Alamogordo young Bias Romero came
in today from his house at Wallace, waa at the hot
A. E. LEWIS, bicycles and repair begun and completed within sixty days
folk enjoyed a hay ride to La Luz and ranch. The
'
"
crying need of the hour springs.
:
from the passage hereof. Be It further
....
ing.
feasted on Mr. Brubaker'B orchard.
in Wagon Mound is a hennery and
The condition of Pascual Esperanza,
Resolved, That the city marshal or
P.
CIDDIO,
re
and
tailor,
cleaning
Albert Goodloe has succeeded to the good business is assured someone who
street
the Italian ehot on July 4th, was en pairing.
commissioner be and hereby is
tf
management of "El Capitan", and will would engage in the business. The
ordered to notify the above mentioned
couraging.
conduct a republican newspaper there. Belgian hare has not so far made its
Heavy rains and floods Lave visltel H. P. Brown, Mary C. Dunlop. D. C
Archbishops Salpolnte, Tucson and
Tom Scales, of Falrview, haa made a advent Into this
peaceful hamlet, but Lamy, of Santa Fe, were the guests Tularosa canyon several times, but Deuel, Charles Wright Mrs. A. F. Cart
contract for an
tunnel to b there are rumors of someone having of Rev. Fr. J. M. Coudert In this
,
penter, Las Vegas Town company and
cltv. have done little damage.
driven on his property In the Cuchillos a shipment on the way. Miss Hinde
Mrs. A. C. Hutchison or their agent
Dave Winters could be found at the
Col. E. C. Machen and
A lame shoulder is usually caused by
rode in today escorted by Archie Mc- or person in charge of said lots by de
store of Mace Griswold, John W, rheumatism
drug
of the muscles," and may
Cornell, of New York, visited some Kellar. Miss Taylor has returned Newton
leaving for Philadelphia to be cured by a few applications of livering a copy of this resolution tc
mining property In the Black Range. from her visit to Springer. Little Ada take lessons' in
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. For sale them In person, or such agent or per
pharmacy.
Cann & Vigil's new billiard rooms at Wilcox left Saturday for her home in
son in charge, or if there be no such
by K. D. Goodal, Druggist ,
Tres Piedras are receiving the finish Trinidad. Cecillo Eres came in Satur
person or agent In charge, then by
City Ordinance No. 120.
Capitan and Gray, Lincoln county,
Ing touches and are comfortable and day with his wool clip. Root Booth, Notice Ordinance to Build Sidewalk
posting a copy thereof in a conspicuare now nearly connected by rail.
of Tiptonville, spent the Sabbath
cosy
in Front of Lota 4, 5 and 8 In Block
ous place on said lots, within ten days
Ben Holland, from Bland, has taken here. Rev. S. Padilla Dreached In
No. 16, of Lorenzo Lopez or Zion
after the passage hereof and make due
A NIGHT OF TERROR.
the Log hotel at Tres Piedras and will Springer last Sunday. A. .Tison is a
Hill Addition to Las Vegai, New
"Awful anxiety was felt for the wid- return thereof to the city clerk, with
be ready for business the first of the little under the weather today. R. T.
ow of the brave General Burnham, of manner of service thereof indorsed
Mexico.
month.
Turner will shortly retire from the
In
Whereas,
the opinion of the city Machlas, Me., when the doctors said thereon. And that said owners, above
Griffin O'Neill, of San Antonio, Tex. Santa Clara hotel. The sheep
could not live till morning."wrltes
shall be thereby notified and
dipping council of the city of Las Vegai, New she
Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who attended her named,
has bought a mining property on the is rushed with business, these days.
build said sidewalk the full
to
Mexico, the building of the si lewalk that fearful
ordered
"AH thought' she
Bonito, and located with his family at M. Kemp drove in yesterday from J on the north side of Douglas avenue, must soon night
of
their
abutting lots, of the
die from pneumonia, but length
H. Culley's place. J. R. Aguilar has between
Capitan.
the Masonic Temple and she begged for Dr. King's New Discov- materials and cf the dimensions acT. C. Thornton, a prominent attor- got In the foundation for a new store Grand
avenue, abutting lots four, five ery, saying It had more than onco cording to specifications on file wi'.h
her of the city clerk, and within the time
ney and politician of Greenville, Tex., room next door to the postoflice. W; and six in block No. 16, in Lorenzo Lo- saved her life, and
Consumption. After three small doses
Is summering at Cloudcroft with his M. Howe in the ewing machine busi- pez or Zion Hill addition to Laa
Vegas, she slept easily all night, and its fur- above specified, and If they should fall
ness at Springer, is in town today.' (now City of Las
family.
San
Vegas,).
Miguel ther use completely cured her." This thereof, the city of Las Vegas, New
The dynamo and other machinery Agaplto Sandoval and Cecillo Eres county. New Mexico,
medicine is guaranteed to Mexico, will by authority in it veiled
belonging to and marvelous
for the light plant at tfie Mesoalerb pulled out for home today. L. Galle- - owned by Mrs. R. Flint, S. P. Flint cure all Throat, Chest and Lung Dit by the legislative act of the Territory
eases.
60c and $1.00. Trial bot
agency has arrived and will soon be In 50s, of Las Vegas, drove through here and Annie M. Flint, is necessary. Now tles freeOnly
Co. of Now Mexico, entitled "An Act to
by
XX ? therefore, be it,
operation.
yesterday. ,
Authorize the Building and Repairing
and Murphey-Va- n
Petten.
In the case of Victor Romero vs
of Sidewalks in Cities. Towns and
Resolved, That the above described
YOUR FACE
A number of democrats met at Hon. Villages," approved March 16tih, 1899.
Placida R. de Romero, the district
sidewalk be and hereby Is ordered to
howa the state of your feelings and
court at Albuquerque granted an absobe built of stone, laid in coment, or ce- C. F. Easley's office In Santa Fe for a proceed to build said sidewalk and tax
ne state of your health as well. Im- lute divorce.
ment and of the width and of the di- discussion of local party affairs, and the cost of the construction thereof
to hold another meeting against the lots adjoining thereto and
The bei't rain of the season fell at nure blood makes itself apparent in mensions and according to the
speci- adjourned
Tr. s Piclras rn Wednesday, the 23th. 1 pale and sallow complexion, Pim fications on file with the
shortly.
as above described, and tax the costs
city clerk,
ples and Skin Eruptions. If you are
of said construction against said lote
errcyos aU running water and weather
in
and
accordance
with
to
the
be
grade
feeling weak and worn out and do not
COLD STEEL OR DEATH.
flr.e and cool.
as provided by law.
obtained
from
the city engineer, to be
have a healthy appearance, you should
"There is but one small chance to
Mrs. Jewell, of Kansas City; has arand
Duly passed by the city council on
begun
within
save
completed
Blood
life
Acker's
and that is through an
Elixir. It cures all
sixty days
your
rived at Organ, N. M., to join her hue 'ry
25th day of July, 1900.
from
the
the passage hereof. Be it far- operation," was the awful prospect set
olood diseases where cheap Saraa- before Mrs. I. B. Hunt, of Lime Ridge, Attest:
H. G. COORS, Mayor.
band, whorls superintendent of the parlllas and so called
ther,
purifiers fall;
by her doctor after vainly trying
"Excelsior" mine.
CHARLES TAMME, City Clerk.
Resolved, That the city marshal or Wis.,
nowing this, we sell every bottle on
to cure her of a frightful case of stomC. C. Miller has bought the drug 1
positive guarantee. O. G. Schafer, street commissioner be nnd hereby is ach trouble and yellow Jaundice. He
A full page advertisement in the
store of L. A. Nowers, of Hillsboro Druggist
ordered to notify the above mentioned didn't count on the marvelous power
tarts out:
"College
Mr. Miller is the postmaster and newsMrs. R. Flint, S. P. Flint and Annie M. of Electric Bitters to cure stomach "Banner"
The
to
Alamogordo.
addition'
of
Liver
and
she
heard
It,
but
troubles,
Heights
You
will
never
find
of
other
dealer
the place.
any
pills Flint or their agent or person iu took seven
etc.
.cured..
bottles.Was
Tbey
wholly
College,"
Southwest
so
so
Baptist
and
as
DeWkt's
prompt
pleasant
Davidson and Late have opened r.
of said lota toy delivering a avoided
Little Early Risers.
Winters Drug charge
surgeon's knife, now weighs are pushers down there.
fine lead claim on the south side of the Co.
copy of this resolution to them In per more and Xe.els. better than; ever.' It's
son, or such agent or person in charge. positively guaranteed to cure Stomach
Organ mountains, which assays 4 per
Questions Answered.
In India, the land of famine, thou or
cent lead and high in silver.
if there be no person or agent in Liver and Kidney troubles and never
Vp Aneiist Flower still has the
die because they cannot obtain
sands
Frank A. Hubbell and wife weiv food. In America, the land of plenty, charge, then by posting a copy thereof disappoints. Price 50 cents by Browne largest sale of any medicine in the
Pet civilized world. Hour momero m
a conspicuous place on sal J lots, Manzanares Co., end Murphey-Vamade extremely happy at Albuquerque many Buffer and die because they canten.
grandmothers' never thought oforusing
food
eat.
Kodol
not
sevthe
a
ten
arrival
within
digest
of
they
the
Bi
little
the
miss,
by
days after the passage here
anything else for Indigestion
eat.
Cure
what
you
Dyspepsia
digests
were scarce, ana
of and make due return thereof to
enth addition to the family.
of
Doctors
The
liousness.
daughter
It
relieves and radically cures
heard - of Appenaicius,
W. E. McClure returned to Albuquer allinstantly
stomach troubles. Winters Drug Co. the city clerk, with manner of service Francisco Rivera died at Santa Fe. they seldom
1 auuro,
thereof indorsed thereon. And that The child's motfier died a few weeks Nervous Prostration or Heart
que from Los Angeles, whither he went
etc. They used August Flower to
said
'
school
owners.above
new
board
be
The
the
named.shall
at Alamogor
gypsum
there ago.
in the interest of working
;
clean out the system and stop ferdo held its organization meeting, and by notified and ordered to build sa'd
mentation of undigested food, regulate
deposits In western Socorro county.
A FRIGHTFUL BLUNDER.
of the liver, stimulate the
tho
The Territorial sheep sanitary board L. E. Gillette was elected treasurer sidewalk the full length of his or their
Will often cause a horrible Burn,
action of the sys
abutting lots, of the materials and ot Scald, Cut or Bruise. Bucklen's Arni- nervous and organic
at its meeting at Albuquerque on Sat and R. L. Stewart, secretary.
is all iney took wneu
end
that
tem,
the dimensions according to specifica- ca Salve, the best in the world, will
urday appointed fifty Inspectors to;
feeling dull and bad with headaches
MOKI TEA POSITIVELY CURES tions on file with the
city clerk, and kill the pain and promptly heal it. and other aches. You only need a
the various counties for the ensuing
s'ck headache, indigestion and consti within the time above specified, and if Cures Old Sores,. Fever Sores, Ulcers, few doses of Green's August Flower.
year.
Bolls, Felons, Corns; all Skin ErupReform to make you satisnea
San
Miss Gertrude Frazler, of
Diego pation. A delightful herb drink.
they should fall thereof, the city of tions. Best pile cure On earth. Only in liquid
there is nothing serious the matter
moves
the
all
of
skin,
pro
eruptions
sev
New
Las
au
In
will
Sold
arrived
Mexico,
25
who
Cure
Vegas,
box.
a
Cal.,
Albuquerque
by
cts,
guaranteed.
with you. For sale by Murphey-Vaa
s
complexion, or money thority in It vested by the legislative by
Co., and Murph- Petten Drug Co., Las Vegas ana tua.a
eral days ago, was married to George ducing perfect
25 cts. and 60 cts. O. G.
efunded.
Petten.
act of the Territory of New Mexico, ey-Van
Las Vegas. .......
Black at the home of Mrs. Bacus, down
3chaefr, Druggist.
entitled, "An Act to Authorize 'the
there.
Cards were Issued at Santa Fe for
George Epps, a prospector, killed a
Dr. Ratcliffe, the Belen physician,
Assessor C. Candelerlo, of Lincoln Building end Repairing of Sidewalks the marriage of Pedro Vaidez to Miss
bear near the white sandi,
cinnamon
in I'lties, Towns ana villages," ap- Catarlna de Aguero. to occur at the
returned to Albuquerque from the Sul county, mourns the death of his
fifteen miles from Tularosa, and
about
daughter. He has gone to proved March 16th, 1899, proceed to cathedral at ? a. m., August 2nd.
phurs, where several weeks had been
captureu her cubs. They were ship
spent bathing in the famous waters Las Cruces with his little eon, who is build said sidewalk and tax the cost
the
of
health
laws
that
The
ped to a saloon man in El Paso.
require
of the construction thereof against the
of the springs.
quite ill.
bowels move once each day and one
lots adjoining thereto and as above of the
P. C. Lowenberg, J. B. .Flynn and
French Tansy Wafers, the world's
penalties for violating this law
IT SAVED HIS BABY.
described, and tax the costs of said is piles. Keep your bowels regular by famous remedy for Irregular and pain
W. E. Galpin filed incorporation papers
"My baby was terribly sick with the
for the Las Animas gold mining com diarrhoea, we were unable to cure him construction against said lots as pro taking a dose of Chamberlain's Stom- ful periods of ladles; are never fail
acn and Liver Tablets when necessary
law.
vided
as
a
and
doctor's
the
with
ladies friend.
by
assistance,
pany; capital, $500,000; headquarters
and you will never have that severe ing and safe. Married
'
last resort we tried Chamberlain's ColDuly passed by the city council Ob punishment Inflicted upon you. Price French Tansy Wafers are the only re
Hillsboro, Sierra county.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy," the 25th
25 cents. For sale by K. D. Goodall, liable female remedy in the world;
day of July, "1900.
In Justice Crawford's court at Albu- ic, Mr. J. H. Doak, of Williams,
Ore.,
'
says
"
H- G. COORS,
for
fined
Attest:
$5
wa
Blake
Druggist.
Mayor.
imported from Paris; take - nothing
I am happy to say it gave immediate
querque George
railbut Insist on genuine;- in red
relief and complete cure." For Bale CHARLES TAMME, City Clerk.
disturbing the peace. He and a
Ricardo Aland's infant son, nine else,
D.
Goodall.
K.
by
certain
on
wrappers with crown trade mark. La
things
roader didn't agree
John Dunn, William Dally, Webster months old, died at Albuquerque and France Drug company, Importers, 108
in a Railroad avenue saloon.
Millions will he spent in politics this
was brought to Santa Fe for burial.
Turk St, San Francisco. For sale by
The' civil claims division of the audi- year. We can t keep tne campaign go Davis and T. P. Gable returned to San
ta
Fe
from
G. Schaefer, druggist, solo agent,
a
fishing
Washtrip,
having
we
at
more
than
war
without
the
money
any
tor for
department
ing
What most people want is something O.
can
vigorous without caught over 600 trout on the Rio San mild and gentle, when In need of a Las Vegas, N. M., Opera House
ington has allowed New Mexico $2, food. keep the bodyused
to starve them ta Barbara, in southern Taos county. physic. Chamberlain's Stomach . and corner.
Dyspeptics
719.86, the amount of the Territory's selves. Now Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Liver Tablets fill the bill to a dot
claim on account of the war wilh digests what you eat and allows you
A. S. Bundy has been engaged as
A
MONSTER
DEVIL
FISH
They are easy to take and pleasant in
to eat all the good food you want
Spain.
D. Goodall, teacher at the Bland public school for
sale
For
effect
K.,
Its
a
is
of
by
Destroying
victim,
type
stomach troubles,
Mi- - and Mrs. S. G. Hanna. of San It radically cures
Constipation. The power of this mur Druggist.
the ensuing term.
Winters Drug Co.
.
derous malady is felt on organs and
Marcial, are in ecstacy over the am
Men
a
at
hall
Red
The
Capitan
gave
and muscles and brains. There's
REMEDY
ENGLISH
val of a eon; Mr. and Mrs. W. B. La
Parties wishing transportation to nerves
ACKER'8
no health till It's overcome. But Dr. and raised, funds to complete their
also
have
same
the
of
at any time, and
place,
the
resorts
and
a
summer
will
Masters,
the Sapello
cough
stop
'
New
are
Life
Pills
and
safe
hall.
a
King's
will cure the worst cold in twelve
been made happy by the birth of a Rociada mining district can save certain cure. Best In the world for
fol
hours, or money refunded. 25 cts.
To those who drink whiskey
daughter.
money by applying to H. E. Blake, Las Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and Bowels.
s
Only 25 cents at
David Webster, of National City, Vegas. N. M.
pleasure; HARPER Whiskey adds and 50 cts. O. G. Schaefer, Druggist
Murphey-VaPetten.
Co.,
up
pio
zest to existence. Td- - those who
California, has been hunting
Messrs, Marcelino Garcia and JoTularosa has organized a democratic
neer citizens in Santa Fe for a day or
B. Cartwright, of Santa Fe, is in dring whiskey for health's sake, HAR
H.
T.
similai
are:
officers
President,
club. The
Dlgneo, comprise the new gro
two, and will visit Taos on ft
of a box of fine cigars, Alham- - PER Whiskey makes life worth living. seph firm of Garcia &
receipt
a
M.
1849
E.
as
in
Digneo, over at
Rhodes;
went
cery
there
secretary,
Las
He
B.
Tucker;
mission.
Vegas.
Mackel, East
bra Imperials, made in Manila and put Sold by J.
Santa Fe.
treasurer, N. Prado; interpreter, Jose
eoldier.
up in the Jiighest style of the cigar
members of the
The Anglo-Saxo- n
The Sinnamahoning gold and copper Valencia. A permanent organization Industry.
directors
of
of
the new Catholic ..ACKER'S" DY8PEPSIA ' TABLETS
their
board
on
work
formed.
was
are
pushing
company
sold on a positive guarantee.
In
church
Alamogordo are John Quln- a'-mine, the "Chance," near Hillsboro.
If you have a baby In the house you
Cures heart-burn- ,
raising of the food.
J.
H.
Ander
and
E.
J.
Dedman
of
h
liven,
twelve-iscvein
high
will wish to know the best way to
They have a
or any form of
distress
after
eating
son.
check any unusual looseness of the
ore, a car of which
ETade coDoer-golOne
tablet gives imlittle
dyspepsia.
bowels, or diarrhoea so common to
was shipped last week.
25 cts. and 60 cts.
National
Farmers'
relief.
mediate
Congress.
O.
M.
children.
small
P.
of
Holllday,
Miss Ethel Dennison, matron of the
Colorado Springs, Aug. 21st to 31st, 0. G. Schaefer, Druggist.
Ind., who has en eleven
Then you have Deming,
Girls' Home at the government Indian in school?
months' old child says: "Through 1900. For above occasions tickets to
months of June and July' our baby
Bchool, left Albuquerque for Gallup
The wolf In the fable put on sheep's
often heard them complain the
Colorado Springs and Pueblo
was teething and took a running off of Denver,
where she will visit friends for severclothing because if he traveled on his
at
and
on
sale
will
be
20th,
19th,
Aug.
have
frequently the bowels and sickness of the etora-.acof headache;
own reputation he couldn't accomplish
el days and then go on to California
His bowels would move from one fare plus $2.00 for round trip, his purpose. Counterfeiters of DeWitt's
about
how
noticed
vacation.
go
summer
they
for her
C. F. JONES,
five to eight times a day. I had & bot- Limited to Sept 3rd.
Witch Hazel Salve couldn't sell their
Wm. H. Mullane has an apiary on in a listless, indifferent way, tle of Chamberlain's Cbltc, Cholera
worthless salves on their merits, so
Agent
of
and Diarrhoea Remedy in the hours
they put them in boxes and wrappers
.Ms vineyard etock farm south
.
haven't you?
him four drops in a teaspoo!.
and
like DeWitt's. Look out for them.
3,400
gave
has
produced
that
Carlsbad
ful of water and he got better at once."
Take only DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
honey
extracted
and
comb
of
pounds
It cures piles and all skin diseases.
For sale by K. D. Goodall. Druggist
still
1,100
pounds
about
Winters Drug Co.
up" to date and
such
for
For
cure
of
and
the
permanent
speedy
does grand things
in the hives, making an
The quicker you stop a cough, or tetter, salt rheum and eczema, Chamnonnds to the hive this season.
children. It brings a healthy eoM. the less danger there will be of berlain's Eye and Skin Ointment is Chinese are dangeroua enemies, for
et
lung trouble. One Minute Cough without an eqtial. It relieves the itch- they are treacherous. That's why all
In the case of Joseph Routledge
checks, fatal
commission- - color to
Cure is the only harmless remedy that ing and smarting almost instantly and counterfeits of DeWitt's WTtch Hazel
a! vs. the board of county
immediate results. You will like its continued nse effects a permanent Salve are dangerous. They look like
strengthens their nerves, and givesWinters
Alhuaueraue to restrain the lr
cure. It also enres itch, barber s itch, DeWitt's but instead of the
Drug Co.
it
thatbe-lnno-stovouon the ground
scald head, sore nipples. Itching piiea. witch hazel they all contain ingredthe vigor
them
corporation of Bland
gives
would
hands, chronic tore eyes and ients Ulable to irritate the ekin and
corporation
the
proposed
Alldclicats It will surprise you to experience the chapped
that
lids.
granulated
vo
aua
cause blood poisoning. For piles, injuresidents
benefit obtained by using the dainty
not have sufficient
it.
take
should
district
ries and skin diseases use the original
Dechildren
the
as
...
known
for
law,
little
Fowfort
famous
and
Dr.
pU!s
by
riiired
a
i, i o
fftfy'f
.j
nd genuine DeWitt's Witch Ilaiel
blood
horses
r.:Uol
best
are
the
Wittier
Little
Witt's
tonic,
Risers,
F.ar!y
purifier
court decided that the plaint
SCOTT BOWfcE. Chmi, hw Yrl(.
SoUb" Ealve. Winters rrug Co,
Co,
Meant.
Price,
Eras
tndvenpifttga.
to make ft se- r,
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Lorenzo Lcpei or Zion Hill
Addition tQ Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Whereas, In the opiniiw of the city
council of the city of Las Vegas, Ne
Mexico, the buiiding of Uie sidewalk
on the west side of Sixth street between Main stret and Douglas avenue
abutting lota numbered twenty-two- ,
twenty-threand twenty-four- .
In block
No. 15, in Lorenzo Lopes or Zion Hill
addition to Las Vegas, (now City of
Las Vegas) San Miguel county. New
Mexico, belonging to and owned by
Mrs. Amanda Biackwell, lg necessary.
Now therefore, be It
Resolved, That the above described
sidewalk be and hereby Is ordered to
be built of stone, laid in cement or cement and of the width and of the
'dimensions and according to the specifications on file with the city clerk,
and in accordance with the grade to be
obtained from the city engineer, to
be begun
and
with
completed
in sixty days from the passage hereof.
Be It further,
Resolved, That the city marshal or
street commissioner be and hereby is
ordered to notify the above mentioned
Mrs. Amanda Biackwell or her agent
or person In charge of said lots by delivering a copy of this resolution to her
in person, or such agent or person in
charge, or if there be no no person or
agent in charge, then by posting a
copy thereof and make due return
thereof In a conspicuous place on said
lots, within ten days after the passage
hereof and make due return thereof
to the city clerk with manner of service thereof indorsed thereon. And
that said owner, above named, thereof,
shall be thereby notified and ordered
to build said sidewalk The full length
ot his or their abutting lots, of the materials and dimensions according to
specifications on file with the city
clerk and within the time above specified, end if she should fail thereof, the
city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, will
by authority In It vested by the Legislative Act of the Territory of New
Mexico, entitled "An Act to Authorize
the Building and Repairing ot Sidewalks in Cities, Towns and Villages,"
Approved March 16th, 1899, proceed to
build said sidewalk and tax the cost
o the construction thereof against the
lots adjoining thereto and as above described, and tax the costs of said construction against said lots as provided
j

No. 15,

e

"THE HERMITAGE."
Situated on the Sapello river at the
foot of the historic Hermit's Peak,
about four miles from its base near
the little town of San Ignaclo, eighteen
miles from Las Vegas, is the elegant
mountain resort, "The Hermitage."
The rates are $2 a day, $7 a week,
uuests have free use of telephone;
postoflice in building. The resort "a
a large sixteen room substantial building with bath, hot and cold water and
all
modern
conveniences. Fresh
vegetables grown on the place; ranch
and
eggs; good table
milk, butter
service. Well defined trails lead to all
the principal rivers. Only three hours'
ride to the top of the peak or into
the Galllnas canon. Parties desiring
to go to the Pecos or elsewhere will
be fitted out with burros, guides and
equipment; good hunting and fishing.
An easy riding carriage will call lor
you and take you up In two hours and
a halt by ringing up the resort Persons Btaying two weeks or longer will
have their transportation both ways,
refunded. The resort will be open all
winter. For further particulars tele
phone San Ignacio resort or. address
L. H. Mosiman, San Ignacio. 201-t- f.
Ralph Hamilton, of Las Animas, Coh,
is now prospecting in the Red River
country.
New Tailor Shop.
Gentlemen's suits cleaned and repair
ed; also special attention given to
the cleaning and repairing of ladies'
tailor-mad- e
suits; all work guaranteed.
Give me a call and be convinced. Opposite the San Miguel national bank.
PEDRO SEDILLO,
Prop.
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Direct from Roth's Springs,
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The 42nd Year Opens Sept. 4, 900.
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TLe College is empowered by law to issue
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATE to its Graduates, which Certificates ate to be honored by School Directors in the Territory of
FIRST-CLAS-

BRO. BOTULPH,
tor 3 Months.

12

President.

A

Montezuma end Cottages.
Territory.

W. Q. GRKKNLKAF

'T'HE Montezuma hotel at Las Vegas Hot Springs, N. M., has

been
Visitors to this famous resort may now
procure sumptuous accommodations at reasonable prices. The
Montezuma ran comfortably provide for several hundred guests
Las Vegas Hot Springs is one of the few really satisfactory
Rocky Mountain resorts. It has every essential ihe right alti-tuda perfect climate, attractive surroundings, medicinal
waters and ample opportunity for recreation. The ideal place
lor a vacation outing. For terms address the manager.
e,
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THE

LEY GUE1
Established in Denver

Fetay

16, 1892.

The Oldest, Most Reliable and Positive
Cure for Alcoholism, Morphine and other
Drug Addictions,

tial. Treatment IDENTICAL with that at
Dwight, Illinois, by the Leslie E. Keeley Co.

KEEIB INSTITUTE,

THE

Drawer 373.
1805 Curtis Street, Denver, Colo.

J. V. CONSAUL & SON,

Contractors and Builders.
BUILDERS' SUPPLIES.
Planing, Dressing, Hatching, Scrollwork, Mould
ing and general mill work done.
BOffice, corner Grand Avenue and Jackson street.

mm

111!

Blacksmithing of all kinds propmtly
and well done at reasonable prices.
Horseshoeing a specialty.

"

Colorado 'Phone 230.

Call or telephone.

GEORGE & CO;
Douglas and Grand Avenues.
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Hesser's the Man
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LEMP BREWING GO'S

SOLE AGENT,
STREET, - LAS

VEGAS.

....

NEW MEXICO.

H. E. VOGT & CO.,

S

Co.
Teleplione
Kantanara and Llncoin atu,

Come and examine my large stock.
Door Bells, Annunciators, Over 1,000
samples to order from;
Burglar Alarms and Private
from 3c per roll up. Opposite
prices
Telephones at ReasonSan Miguel Bank.
able Bates.
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BATES

IXCHAMSC;

OFFICE:

K3IKC

36
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Annum.
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Annum.
$15
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EAST LAS VEGAS

Plumbic

beautiful designs of

1900 WALL PAPER.

Electric

Si. Louis Draught

Sanitary
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LAS VEGAS,
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SMn Diseases.

V?
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and Boltlod Bear

Tobacco

Neurasthenia,

and Cigarette Using.
Methods and Treatment without shock, inconvenience or harmful tendencies.
No unpleasant restrictions.
Correspondence and consultation confiden-

BRIDGE

y.

V

Manager

.

J.

yV

Mountain House and Annexes

;;!;.1Pi;iWigili.tilK
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Mineral Springs Baths, Peat Baths. Hospital, Montezuma Ranch and Hot Houses, also Parks and Extensive
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HEALTH RESORT.
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Las Vegas .Hot Springs, N. W,
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New Mexico.
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at East Las Vegas,

CT, MICHAEL'S
i

I

MA. CKEL,
Bottled in Bond

1

c waters since ISOj, have attracted
attention of the civilized world. Their virtues Ere pained by all. They promote diction, btiiuulatt the
& diaretic and
an
secretions, is
a laxative. The large demand for them proves
these waters to Le a
stimulus to health.
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by law.
Duly passed by the city council on
the 25th, day of July, 1900
H. G. COORS, Mayor.
Attest:
CHARLES TAMME, City Clerk.

Browne-Manzanare-
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A. C. SCHMIDT

Best hack service in the city
Heets &ll trains. Calls promptly
ttended. Office at L. M. Ccoley a
Liver ulahle
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Steam and
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Hot
Water Heating
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Go to the - -

Old Reliable
Second Hand Store
Of W. E. Crites, Wyman Block, to
u y or sell eil goods in our line. Or
we will sell the entire business ou
terms to suit.

1

PtNC'UNGS.
The Agua Pur. Company Want
For Supplying Hydrant.

Cantaloupe

Peaches,
Raspberries,
Gooseberries,
Currants
AH

Fruits and Vegetables
In Season.

&

GRAAF

MOORE,

Grocers and Bakers,

Sixth St.
EVEN'G.

WEDNESDAY

AUG. 1,1900

Advtrtlslnf la Ant local column, s cents
Hm; In other columns, 10 cents a lino. For
rotes oa classlllea advertisements, For Sale,
For Rext, Wanted, etc., see classified column
a second page. For rates on long time locals
Call at oil Ice.

TOWN TALK.
Heavy rains at Pagosa, yesterday.

:

The marriage took place on Sunday.
Bryan and Stevenson club, Thursday
evening.
Children's medal contest, Thursday
evening.
Another 'sidewalk
evening.

this

ordinance

James Crowley has donned the uni
form as a Postal messenger lad. . .
Mios Dora Stapp and Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Williams have rented the Otero
house.

Frank Six, the Jeweler lately from
Roswell 'makes ' the sixth in town.
Something in a name, this time.
The republican "push" is in town
supposedly to assist fh' arousing Bnthu-aiasfor tomorrow evening's meeting.

It is rumored that a thousand votes
in the library- contest ' were" 'Cast at

..

-

Ilfeld's yesterday for the Spanish

erary society.""'

lit-

"Candy" Jane bit the road for
..
today.
Allan Gliinour Is at a leading hotel
'
"
'
from Owenslwro, Ky.
Jos. Boles Is at the Hunter house
from Shannon, Kansas. '"
District Clerk 6ec, Romero came
from'hls rancb last nlght, aick.
Judge E. V. Long is back fron his
visit to the Cabra Springs locality. "
Rev. S. V, Curtis has returned from
his ministerial trip
country.
. Enoch and JohnRogers are up from
Cerrillos on a visit to the home folk.
John Crltes is at home from trip
which included Mora and Taos counties.
W. C. Burnett and John Stansbury,
of the national capital, register at Hcf
tel Castaneda.
Matt R. Brigham is In town from
Chicago today, representing the Mich,.
igan stove company.
W. A. Glvens and family and Charles
.
Case, of Arizona, who is here visiting
them, drove to El Porvenir yesterday.
Mrs. Thos. Conroy, of Santa Fe, Is
t
the gueet of Miss Hattie Eames today,
on her way to Trinidad, where- - her
parents reside. '
I. H. Rapp, the architect has gone
down to- Preacott, Arizona, , where
building operations are brisk and car, j
penters' wages high.
C. W. Allen, wife and Miss" Edna
Anderson returned from their panta
Fe trip this afternoon-- ; also Capt Antonio Lucero and llttle'Bon, V'-'; Miss Bertha Goke, niece of Henry
Goke and who had been vlaltlng him
at'Sapello for tne past ten months,
left for Perry, Texas, today.
I Gov.
M. A. Otero, Supt
of the ' penitentiary, and
and'
Luna, national - committeemanprospective republican candidate for
congress, came up from the south this
afternoon,.;
j
Cornell, of New York;.
And Col. E. C. Machen, who have been
on a visit of Inspection to the Black
Range country,- are returning east today,' J .C. Brown accompanying them
tip as far as Las Vegas.

When the Agua Pura eompany was
contract
first organized a Rftetn-yea- r
was entered into with th San Miguel
commissioners, Unuer the
county
terms of that contract, the eounty furnished fire hydrants for botli sides of
town at a stipulated price. That con
tract expired in 1S97 and a -- ew one
was entr d into for a period of five
years aik. It could be terminated at the
end of each- year ky either party.
Among other things, it expreisly .provides that if the county should fall to
pay the amount due the Agua .Pura
company, in cash, the (Company would
have the right to take out the hydrants
and discontinue the .water service. It
has come to pass that the county
has failed to make payments under the
last contract and now the city authorities must either pay up, or see to It
that the county does. The county has
twenty-on- e
been paying 65,eaeh--fo- r
aphydrants on this side of
proximately $1,400. There are also on
the east side come other hydrants
which were ordered put. in by the municipal government Itself, several
years ago. These are In addition to
what may be termed the county hydrants. .Thfe city spaM forsupplying
the new hydrants with water- - for two
or three years, but It has not done so
for the past three or four years. Something liKe a year ago, it Is related, the
city ordered that these lateet hydrants
be taken out. However, it was not
done for the reason that the company
did not think it expedient under the
circumstances to do so." Thai city Is
now said to he In arrears with the
company for at least two' years, prior
to the time notice was given to take
out the new hydrants. - Thus It has
come to a veritable show-dow- n
and
something must be done in the prem-

With every Ten Cent
cash purchase you jet
a vote on the

"

HERCHANTS' GIFT LIBRARY.
Pcsh a Good Thing
AloS'g and aid in securing this .magnificent library for your
favoiite institution.

.Convention. Goes to Santa F.
The. Santa Fe democrats . evidently
were too many for our fellows, as they
succeeded In capturing enough proxies
from
members of the
Territorial democratic committee at
yesterday afternoon's . meeting to get
the convention, at a .date yet to be selected by the executive committee,
composed of C. F, Easley, A. B. Rene-han- ,
Antonio Joseph, Marcelino Garcia, N. B. Field, Antonio Lucero and
O, N. Marrpn.
.There, were .nfteen or twenty democratic leaders in attendance . at the
meeting, presided over by Chairman
C. F.. Easley, among the number being
Hon. Antonio Joseph, of Taos county;
Antonio Lucero and C. W. Allen, of
San Miguel; Lorion Miller, of Bernalillo, and Judge N. B. Laughlln, Marcelino Garcia, of Santa Fe, and others
various members by
representing
proxy.. Chairman Easley and SecreUr
ry .A, B. Reneban. also helda. number
;
of proxies.
After a lengthy discussion and, an
exhaustive Interchange of..view, dur;';
ises.
ing which time the claims of Las Vegas, Raton, Albuquerque, Silver. City,
That'. What
and Santa .Fe were presented, it was
Clothing may give a fellow an air agreed that Santa Fe snould have the
of refinement, but it's all put on.
convention. As to TEe .. date thereof
, Only the man who gets paid for It there was considerable difference oL
can afford to epend His time talking
.'
, .
opinion
politics.
It doesnt't follow that a girl has a
.. Florentio Lucero Hurt. . ... t
heavenly voice If sTie' makes an unFrom a letter received In this city
earthly noise.
by his relatives it is learned that
R' is policy' 'ior little 'birds in their
Lucero, formerly a resident of
nests to agree otherwise they might this place, was seriously hurt In a
"1
fall out'""
railroad- - accident near the city .of ChiIf people lamented their own faults huahua, Mexico,-othe 28th ultimo.
as much as those of othere, the millen- The. letter states that the unfortunate
nium would soon arrive.
man was- not expected to live. .. Flo"An. Incubator is all right, maybe," rentine is married to a sister
pi Mrs.
mused the Leghorn, , ;'but It can't 'Antonio
Lucero, of this city; and lived
scratch for worms like mother used to here some years ago. - 'Since leaving
d?"
:
the Territory about eight' years ago he
....', t
Headache, it is said, almost always has been living with his family at Ciu:
yields to. the simultaneous application dad Jaurez,- Mexico.'
of hot water to the feet and back of
the neck...
.:..:
"Ralph Gould, a boy employed at
A fish seldom gets into trouble if it
the "News ' office, in El, Paso, Texas,
keqps its' mouth shut, and the same was severely Injured while tampering
men. People with a job press Tuesday
may be eald of some
morning,
with mouths have to be careful what
la some unaccountable manner his left
they say as weal as what they eat
Uiuicb ;was caught in the machinery
and crushed, breaking the bone.
At the special sitting of Urct city
Ralph's friends in this city will hopo
council last evening, the specifica
for his speedy recovery from the paintions for the laying 61 sidewalks' were
ful injury.
amended- in ome particulars. it-- Is
not now required that the stone be
Coming This Way.
laid in .cement and the curbing has
been reduced In thickness to not less
The following letter has been rethan four Inches. A contract Was ceived in this
city from George Te
drawn up for the improvement pt the beau,
president of the Denver baseball
road on the mesa, ft to Be sixteen feet club;
'
'
wide and at a decline of six or seven Dear Sir:
feet to the hundred. :.
Denver, Colo., July 28th, . . 1900.
At the close of our schedule season
Hereafter all merchants Interested Sept. 4th, if arrangements can be
lir the contest' for the glff library will made, to
make, a trip through your
have the votes cast for. each institution
country a success, I will take my enat their several places of business tire
complete western
league team
reckoned on Friday evening. - A re- there for games. Please let me hear
porter will make the rounds of the city from you at an early date, giving any
early Saturday morning, and the re- and all information that you can that
sults of the voting will appear In this may. toe .useful to. me in arranging
paper in- tabular form, that Evening.'
games for tours In New Mexico and
..
f
Arizona; also state the best terms you
The U.
examining board; can offer for dates and how many you
which meets on the first and third
could book us for.... .
.Wednesdays, of each, month in the
Yours truly,
office of Dr. Tipton, was in session
GEORGE TEBEAU.
there'today; Drs. Shaw and Smith con
the-river- ,

.

.

.

'

trout-catcher-

tTe get the young mn'
trade because we have the
clothes that please bis taste,
at prices that fit his pocket-boo-

X

-

'

their "lowest

-

-

As

lonp; as present stock lasts
we will sell "at these prices:

'

.;

Plht Jafs, with rubbers,
Quart Jars, ".:'
Jars

MaSOh's

'

;

;

:

.1

,;"Gallon.;..

Mfar

..-1-

'

eVer&;each;.,..v .

;

.

"".

5c

: .": i;:.'.V . .

.t
i

.i

A

They're the kind' advertised In all the leading'
magazines and worn by good

14c

dressers everywhere.

Special:,

$umi Enameled Preserving Kettle,

75c

The
Best'

"''''

Filtef
.
kjr
1 tie Monmouth
.

few

low

f'rri$'--

only

Kitchen

Charles Ilfeld

The Plaza

:

.

Mrs. Gregorla Temarco, wife of the

j

died this afternoon at 2
o'clock. The funeral will take. .place
from the house across the railroad
track tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Deceased was forty-siyears of age,
a native of St. Joseph, Mo., and was
married to her present husband, under
name of Mrs. Mary E. Jones, by
,
ihe Wooster on July 20th, 1898

Flo-rentl- o

t would

seem to be the proper thing
for the board of education to make
public Just, what their bond, contract
Iwith James R. Thorpe, .the. Denver
stock broker,, is. There are all kinds
of rumors afloat and an end to discussion could be obtained In this way..,,

f :'t-

to take apart
to put together
to adjust .
to clean

kruves with every machine

04

iE;li!flOlfl.

x

FOOD CHOPPER.
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

stone-cutte- r,

Necessity!

0

GUM

,

Wi

'

CORNER CENTER STREET AND
tiRAND AVENUE.

M. OREENBERQER, Prop.

simplest apparatus at ua qb
price-he- re,

'

-

'

BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE

Call and see it'" Ture earthenware jar with porous disk and
perfected faucet. Cleanest and

-

.....

'

.heretofore sold at $1.50 few, only, on hand.

W

v-'S-

.

i
1

lit ii

.;.v;..29c

-

There's t smartness and
style about our Hart,
ghaUi)er. fc. Mr tailor-mad- e
clothes that appeal
to the dressy young men. College men wear them,
young business men wear
them, men of every trade
and profession are asking
.
for tbem.

10c

.

2Gallon: V"

-

"

Stone Jars, each
:

'

.45c
4c

.,

White Rubbers
Half-Gallo- n

"

"' '

-

.:..63s
; ,.$LI8

Plt Jelly Glasses

'

"1 '..

"

per doV..'..69c-

uart

"

;

:

k.

-

-

The Grocer.

Young
Men

vwQOUlX isiiinow at its ncipht while
cal13 arc a

i

J. H. STEARNS,

,

Canning

to-th-

-

Louis Mosimann and Robert Rainey
visit town today from the San Ignacio
resbrt" and ' report' the" Streams lined
with

The Plaza,

.

-

Deputy Sheriff Romero returned
from Trinidad today with Vicente Ro
mero dn custody.

r

i

R--

.

Republican speech by Judge Baker
of Omaha, at the opera house, Thurs
day evening.

1

Special. $2.50.

--

:

Special, $1.50

Guaranteed to
give Satisfaction.

LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.

-

The J Only Exclusive
.

BRIDGE STREET HARDWARE STORE.
Dry Goods Store

&

GROSS, BLACKWELL

CO

,

Pierce J. Murphy, C. O'Conor Roberts and George Young have been pros
pecting for the stuff that glitters, down
in the vicinity of Fulton station'.
.. .

I

Complaint has been entered at the
justice's office that boys, whose
names are known, have been guilty of
'
stoning neighbors' houses at' night.
Mrs. Hunter has purchased the Lewis stock of confections and has removed the same to her hotel and restaurant on the opposite elde of Center

street.

Mark Dotterick surprised the
munity and pleased himself by driving
In from the fafna, almost before breakfast this morning, in a handsome new
s;.
surrey..:',
com-

W. E. Gortner wires

that his party
reached Goshen, Indiana yeeterday
.afternoon all right,' the twin' babies
standing the fatigue of the trip exceedingly well.
John A. Baker returned' to town last
evening from Mineral Hill, where he
bag been examining some mining properties that promise to pan out better
f
than at first expected.

'?

left for Mora county to .establish a
Camp for the party who will be Joined
tomorrow by. J. 8. Clark and son,"Law
rence, B. F. Forsythe, Fred Ward and

perhaps others.

--

Eugendo.. H..; Baca has . made some
noticeable improvements in "hla'plaza
barber shop, putting .In some working
desks that Improve the ' appearance
and add to the conyenience of his customers.

Figures will be cheertully gflven and
estimates made on all kinds of cornice, tin, and repair work. Our work
Is guaranteed. Prepare work promptly
done.
i
.
., LEWIS & NTGREN.
163-ti- .
,'
.
.
Center St

:
.

I

?

Agents for RTN; Corsets
Agents for Ferris Waists,

'

I

ROSENTHAL
..I;--

FURNITURE

V

V

'

-,-

-

Them Out,

'

n

Plums
Apples
Watermelons ...t;

,;

,

Green Corn

.

Tomatoes
Celery

"'

;

"

"

.

' '

:

'

7

;

mention.

C. D. BOUCHER,
frA9r
intuj 9frpt

Extra good Native

Slifnsj

I

tJv?lEt

Itv
3i.05 and

j

M.- -

14

.

a

;:;v--

i ,

;

DUNFI GUILDERS7

SUPPLY

;oulli:of;13r'if!gcu

Colorado 'Phone 130.

.

1

GO;

i

:

Las Vegas 'Phona 10.

.

J

Lot Mo. i.

and Paint:

$2.25 per

I

r

:

.

ninil- -

.Z

ajry-thin-

:

Patronize us."

,

...

itauroaa Ave.. Opposite Castafieda Hotel.

i

V

ROSENTHAL BROS.

.

.v

The Lace Counter in July.

OTxis4a.ftlwysvjBi attractive pW, sure to be the gathering point of
the feminine nhnrmpr A &9nn nffii!.
iuio yycck. b n:
is our oner 01
-1

Zephyr Gingham, Lawn
.and Percale made with in- -

sciung

sertin?, thirteen waists;
were

.

$1.35:
UK

.7-

-

T

iJ

'V.

11- -.

..

by the piece.

Everyone knows howessent.al these laces are in evetv
..
-a icw
cnntiiVrtt iric trt
on nana.r
.We have made a .fortunate purchase of a special lotpitucs
of these
woin wm oe openea muinuay morning at the following pricesgoods
per
z
1
of
piece
yards:
w .. ... ...
9
j Lot of Torchon Lace, per piew.
Sc
.
1 ljoi or j orcnon
1 'C
j
i.acp, bftter, j
.(
1 Lot of Torchon Lace,'
wiiler,
T,
AlwJi)iocelsat...).,..ll
i;,c
nouSe'h61d.'ftild'tifiv&
.
-

,

;

;

5

CUt...

.cc.,ye.

.

.-

1

$i.o6.-- ;

Imported Dimity and Lin-- -en, thirteen. wafsts,: were
,;$2-7and $3.90; price tp

..

Stpbiisse :& Baohapadh,

XotMo. s.'

to

'f?

L

s"

v
:

clean--

so

.

;

;

THE

'

I

'

and othery :tpo rjumero;ts to

PrHfB

Hardware"

N. M

there will be no
odds- - and end. to pack away for next year. ' Now
'"we ;'donfc want to' 'box up" a
thing; in summer '
even
.unbroken
goods,
lots, and in order to' accom- - '
pbsh this end we realize it is necessary to cut prices..
.'
doyrh to almost nothings Beginning this week we;
are going to almost give goods away; just to
get'
them out of the house,' and bur "patrons should take
due; notice and act 'accordingly. If there is
g
in "light-weightin our stock whici
jou
can use to advantage,' come in and make us am offer
for it, and it shall be yours. We have a big lot of
Children's Sailor Straws worth from 50c to
75c, marked out in the window for 15 cents each
This is one of several offerings which should interest shoppers. Remember our motto: Vlt
Pays to

'

We have made !FOUR LOTS of the remain
ing SHIRT WAISTS now on hand, and offer
"themf at very :lpw,; prices to close out All
r' waists offered are .new fresh goods, well made
and Jaunderei and perfect fitting garments

:

Lumber,. Roofing,

-

"

at this season of the year to

up "Summer Stocks,'

Torr1y

-

"plaza.".

C. D. BOUCHER.

Peaches

all A

A

CO.. Magdalen

LL

TT

-

next to WSU: Telegraph Office, East Las
Vegas, Ifew Mexico.

To

ILFELD'S

Blackberries
Cherries

v.

MidSummei SweepinSg

CO.,
'

W. X. ROSENTHAL, Prop.

-

,

It will pay you to get our prices on "

'

BECKER-BLACKWE-

.

.Red Raspberries
Black Raspberries

.....'..MM

- FLORSHEIM
Cnrl'ticmr
MF.P. CO
"
wvV ''"'5V1)
'

-

flouse-Slumber-

io

jriLnunMiy

MAXWELL TIMBER CO., Cateklll, N. M.

,

;

--

Aiitemn Large Catalogue, 25c

tee-crea-

.

ri ret

n

1

LAS VEGAS AND ALBUQUERQUE.

Leave orders with Mrs.'F. W. Fleck
.Close
for fresh home-mad- e
bread, pies, cake,
The contest for the silver medal and
Ice cream and cake
jnstead of '$7.50 for Ice Chest, zinc lined with
wTlf take place in the Baptist church!
served in connection with the regular
metal Shelves.
.
,
,
Thursday evening. Good music will short order service. Santa Fe Route
JO$22.00
of
for
instead,
':
Alpine Refrigerator, the ' '
be a feature of the program. Every- hotel,
203-l'phone 165.
0 tall stvle with nnn(ir an!irtmnrit.
for 7Rlhol.j
childto
The
Invited
attend.
is
body
"
of$22.50 for Alpine Refrigerator,'
- - SH ft QJl instead
ren will entertain you in a most satis"Feast in the Wilderness," at the
double
doors
85
with
lbs
of
ice
'P'V'pO
capacity.
cents.
m
A. M. E. church, tomorrow' evening;
factory manner. Admission ten
'
225-2- t
'
supper from 6 to 6; 25c.
All Hammocks now at Cost.
i
Mrs; C. H. Bell, of "Attica, Kan., who
t First class safe for sale at this of
FHERT FREPf FRKRIH
visitor, whether they buy or
is troubled with pulmonary complaint;
-1854f
." a Deaucirui userui souvenir.
rT
will come out to Las Vegas and test fice, at a bargain."
;,;1..
.
the efficacy of our climate. Better
.
than a whole carload of medicine, it is,
t taken in time.

.

.

r nm

"

....

Tom Blauvelt wants It understood
toy his friends and the patronizing pubJohn W. Turner, treasurer of Wayne
lic generally that he has an interest
in the Center street "barber shop and county, Indiana, writes from the city
will be found on deck there as usual of Richmond that he is desirous of lo
cating a sick nephew,' afflicted with
during business hours.
lung trouble, on a sheep ranch in .New;
FU RooMRE
Nine married men, whose names Mexico. It Kight be well for 6ome
will appear in this paper tomorrow one to correspond with him about the"
shows new folding mantel
'
i :
evening, without the knowledge or matter.-- '
beds in high polished
f
consent of their wives, will play a
quartered golden oak with
Manuel Segura, the 'justice of the
match game of baseball with the
swell front and French
Cracker Jacks on Sunday.
peace at Romeroville, gjces tiotlcfi.else
beveled mirrors elegant
where that he.ias takeniaip a black
enough for any body's, parSome weeks ago jt was announced horse,. branfled. on the left hip,, which.
lor, and complete and
that every boy having 'his hair cut at animal can be recovered by the ownerJ
,
perfect beds as well.
'
the Woodland shop would be given a upo'n the payment of costs, including
COME AND SEE THEM.
Vy
the advertisement
jTr.L
free ticket in a, drawing for a
$i;
rifle.. The drawing came off last
Collector Romero today sold some
night and George .Gilchrist held the
'
lands
for delinquent taxes, viz: Lots
Las Vegas Rubber Stamp Warks.
off
walked
and
lo4,
lucky number,
'
10 and 11, In blook 5, dn the hot springs
. notary
Beals, linen
with the fowling piece.
addition, to B. T. Mills, for $36:20; the markers, rubber stamps and type. Lai
Baca hall, to Father De Fouri, for Vegas Rubber.. Stamp Vorks, Douglas
$118.12.
avenue, next to Agua Pura office.

113

September Designer, 10c

Bicycles for Sale.
Bicycles and sewing machines repaired, locks and gunsmith, in fact all
kinds of repairing in the machinist's
line well and. promptly done. A." E.
Lewis, prop., opposite Agua Pura Co..
193 irn
Douglas avenue.

-

"

.......
September Sheets, Free :

"

ro a i r
h
liu
if nvLLuiLL

.

'

'..

..

.

INCOKPO Jt ATE D,

j

.

.

'

-,

across the railroad 'track, with the' sug
gestion that the building ought to be
condemned before it is occupied "and
the first gust of wind blows it down
and kills somebody, if not the whole
family occupying it
;

allowances

The family of D. F, Eatherton, the
new barber have arrived from Find-lay- ,
Ohio, and are living on Tllden
street.

,

:

are stylish, per
feet fitting easv
to constructs high grade patterns at popular prices; : All Standard Patterns have seam

Patterns

S tandard

,

'

Don Felipe Sanchez, of Rociada, has
received a check for $250 in payment ducting the 'examination-- There were
of a judgment allowed by the U. S. a number of applicants for government
court of claims for a depredation com- pensions being put through the mill.
i .
mitted by Kiowa. Indians. ;
A reporter's attention has been callThe Opera bar has been closed, ed to a frame, shack being erected

while some repairs and improvements
are making, the furniture and fixtures
being etored in a vacant business room
on Railroad avenue for the time being.

W. G. Benjamin, cook and hostler,

i

Linon, Dimity and Zephyr
Ginghams, two waists,
were $3.00 and $3.25; price
tO close OUt

.

v.-

-

'.'

;

;

cj3.Gd::l:''V::i;i:-

.

. .

s

p VALENCIA LACKS,
SPECIAL F1UCE3
8 lc, iic, lie, c, yard

OOSEilTiifiL

ones.

,

